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Notion Of Artificial Labs, Slow Global Warming
And Advancing Engine Studies: Perspectives On
A Computational Experiment On Dual-Fuel
Compression-Ignition Engine Research
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Abstract: To appreciate ‗clean‘ energy applications of the dual-fuel internal combustion engine (D-FICE) with pilot Diesel fuel, to aid public policy
formulation in terms of present and future benefits to the modern transportation, stationary power, and promotion of oil and gas ―green- drilling‖, the brief
to an engine research team was to investigate the feasible advantages of dual-fuel compression-ignition engines, guided by the following concerns: (i)
Sustainable fuel and engine power delivery? (ii) The requirements for fuel flexibility? (iii) Low exhausts emissions and environmental pollution? (iv)
Achieving low specific fuel consumption and economy, for maximum power? (v) The comparative advantages over the conventional Diesel engines? (vi)
Thermo-economic modeling and analysis for the optimal blend as basis for a benefit/cost evaluation? Planned in two stages for reduced cost and fast
turnaround of results - initial preliminary stage with basic simple models, and advanced stage with more detailed, complex modeling. The paper
describes a simplified MATLAB based computational experiment predictive model for the thermodynamic, combustion and engine performance analysis
of dual-fuel compression-ignition engine studies operating on the theoretical limited-pressure cycle with several alternative fuel-blends. Environmental
implications for extreme temperature moderation are considered by finite-time thermodynamic modeling for maximum power, with predictions for
pollutants‘ formation and control by reaction rates kinetics analysis of systematic reduced plausible coupled chemistry models through the NCN reaction
pathway for the gas-phase reactions classes of interest. Controllable variables for engine-out pollutants emissions reduction and in particular NOx
elimination are identified. Verifications and Validations (V&V) through Performance Comparisons were made using a clinical approach in selection of
Stroke/Bore ratios greater-than and equal-to one (≥1), low-to-high engine speeds, and medium to high power requirements from data of existing dualfuel engines and convertible real diesel engines applied in different industry sectors. The results obtained show that dual-fuel engines operating on
limited-pressure cycle have economical and environmental advantages in terms of engine efficiency, and fuel consumption; with the engine emissions
results showing promise of operating within the desired United Nations‘ guide for slow climate change, with reduced carbon dioxide (CO2).
Index Terms: Alternative Fuels, Compression-Ignition Engines, Diesel Engine, Dual-Combustion Cycle, Dual-Fuel Engine, Engines, Internal Combustion
Engine, Limited-Pressure Cycle, Marine Engines, MATLAB, Pollutant Control, Simulation.
————————————————————

1 Introduction
THE three terms: Renewable, Alternative and Sustainable
when applied to Energy, are used interchangeably to describe
sources different from depleting fossil-based energy. In current
use, the terms are also used to describe better management
of fossilised sources of energy due to the finite global reserve
limits of exploited and exploitable natural resources, and
conformable control measures by concerned Countries‘
Governments in periods of risks to energy stability. Such risks,
affect economic planning, due to energy price escalation and
the attendant ripple effects on inflation in every sector of a
Country‘s economy. Preventive approaches to the risks
depend on seeking economically, and politically feasible
alternatives. Several such alternatives have been investigated
and applied.
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In this paper, the Dual fuel alternative for internal combustion
engines (ICE) is of interest. Applied in several industrial
sectors, the benefits of the dual-fuel internal combustion
engine (D-FICE) alternatives that offer attractive options for
safety critical, and often uncertain applications in areas such
as: sea-going marine vessels, municipal bus services, and
military operations are: (a.) greatly reduced emissions, (b.)
retention of conventional diesel engine torque and high power
characteristics, (c.) safety and energy security in terms of
emergency switch-over to diesel, (d.) reduced maintenance
costs [1]. Marine, Military, Municipal Bus Services and Oil
Drilling Applications dominate the current use of the dual-fuel
Compression-ignition engines [2], [3], [4], [5]. The major
attraction! Fuel supply flexibility, and interchange in remote
areas where fuel supply is limited, energy security in particular
reference to Military war time and emergency needs, and fuel
costs; a very interesting application being, in Marine Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) ships; where there is need to utilize the
extractable energy from the boil-off (natural boil-off gas, called
N-BOG) or evaporating gas, economically [6]. In other
applications, the LNG is stored in tanks [5], [2]. The Dual-Fuel
Compression-Ignition engine operates on two modes: (i) The
―Gas mode‖ – in which an environment friendly alternative
―primary fuel‖ is mixed with air at inlet, and at just towards the
end of the compression stroke, a pilot diesel fuel is injected at
high pressure, and acts as a ―liquid spark plug‖, taking
advantage of the heat of compression to initiate ignition and
combustion; (ii) the Diesel mode – where the engine operates
predominantly on the Diesel Fuel [7], [8], [4]. In this paper, the
terminology ―Gas mode‖ is generalised and applies to the
atomised state and mode of delivery of any of the possible
alternative ―primary fuels‖ that may be used during the
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compression stroke, (natural gas, LNG, biogas, ethanol,
methanol, etc.) [9], [5], [4], [3], [2]. Thus, one major opportunity
in the Dual-Fuel Technology application is the conversion of
existing Diesel engines to dual-fuel engines; this possibility of
switch in fuel use, allows manufacturers of ICE to offer Diesel
Engine users the options of converting their equipments to DFICE units, if the feasibility of such conversions are
thermodynamically economical and profitable (TEP) [10], [1],
[3]. The feasible solution must be a dual-fuelled engine that
has same or higher compression ratio, and thermal efficiency
than a conventional diesel only fuelled engine, and delivers
low exhaust pollutant emissions [11]. Such low exhausts
emissions are achievable when there is complete chemical
equilibrium in the combustion of the fuels used [12], [9].
Achieving complete combustion of the fuels requires time [13],
[12], [9]. It is thus proposed in this work that, to allow time for
complete combustion, the engine working cycle model to
satisfactorily provide complete combustion is the limitedpressure cycle, in which, heat is added partly at constant
volume and partly at constant pressure [14], [12], [9]. Nyeche
[15], thus, applied the limited-pressure cycle model for the
Compression-Ignition Engine, Dual-Fuel Analyzer [15] (DFA)
computer-aided tool. As improvements in dual-fuel technology
give encouragements to existing Diesel Engine owners to
convert, two load dependent, ―knock controlled‖ technological
methods of delivering the alternative ―primary fuel‖ in the
atomised state are offered to end users –in steady load, the
Fumigation principle, in which a homogenous blend of the
alternative ―primary fuel‖ and air, is delivered at the inlet for
compression; and in variable load, the gas injection methods
(centre-point, multi-point or direct), whereby, inlet delivered air
is first compressed and the alternative ―primary fuel‖ is injected
prior to burning [16], [17], [18], [19], [11], [1]. Proper blending
can be made possible with thorough use of a fuel composition
sensor in which an engine control and management system
(ECMS), automatically adjusts the Air-Fuel (A/F) ratio for the
required blend [20]. In other technological applications,
atomised delivery of the alternative ―primary‖ fuel into the
cylinder manifold/chamber is by electronically controlled
injector unit (ECU) interfaced with the original Diesel
manufacturer‘s engine controller to deliver optimised levels of
engine performance through effective gas substitution rates for
minimum emissions [8], [1]. The ECU injector approach is also
applied in the timed delivery of the pilot diesel [8], [11]. The
concerns of: (i) Cost, (ii.) ease and simplicity of the installation,
governs the choice of technological application in such
operational requirements; with the fumigation method having
been assessed to be the lesser expensive and simpler to
apply of the two methods [1].
While current pricing of one
such alternative ―primary fuel‖, natural gas, may be tied to the
price of crude oil, and may appear not to make much of an
operational cost difference in periods of high oil prices, it is
suggested that the benefits listed have to be considered as a
whole, to obtain the desired optimum dual-fuel engine usage
performance. In the sections that follow, after a review of some
related earlier and recent trends in D-FICE research, the
considerations leading to, and requirements for the
thermodynamic, combustion and performance models‘
developments in the DFA tool are presented.
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2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RELATED WORKS
The Central theme of most current engine research focus, are
on efficient engines that are operationally, environment friendly
at reduced operating costs. The key highlights in such
researches have been in the areas of new and future energy
sources that are concerned with one or combinations of: (a.)
types of engine fuels that are renewable with sustained supply,
and climate friendly; (b.) sustainable and higher power delivery
with economical and less fuel use; (c.) preservation of fossil oil
based natural resource by way of replacement or supplement
source. Some of the researches have been on combinations
of themes (a.) and (b.). Others have been on (a.) and (c.) - see
Situ [19]. And yet, other researches, the three themes. For
example, the logic of (a.) and (b.) is expressly captured in the
literature as reductions in exhaust emitted pollutants in
response to regulatory obligations or pledges at stable power
and fuel consumption [13]. Most of the researches have been
experimental, with fewer computational simulation reports in
the open literature. And, some ICE simulation packages with
limitations have been presented and discussed by Fygueroa,
Villamar and Fygueroa [21]. Yet, the simulation approach can
be of time and cost advantage as a support to bench
experiments, and with the vast library of researches on engine
studies in the literature, more effort is needed in the
computational-engine-simulation-studies (CESS) approach for
coordinated knowledge integration. In retrospect, selected
useful and related research efforts over the last nine decades
to aid such efforts and in particular the current work are cited:
D‘Alleva and Lovell [22], in a very early investigation, related
the composition of the exhaust gases to estimation of the airfuel ratio and rapid determination of the volumetric efficiency.
Another early attempt was by Uyehara and Myers [23] to
investigate the influence of fuel characteristic on combustion
performance, with correlations in determining the flame
temperature. Elliot and Davis [24] conducted major studies on
the ignition and toxic exhausts hazards of operating Diesel
Engines in the dual fuel mode considering the flammability of
the combustible gas in the compressed gas-air mixture. The
work established that if gas concentration exceeds the lower
limit of flammability, flame propagates rapidly causing engine
knock, and if below, dissociated reaction occurs between the
gas and oxygen. McAulay et al. [25] highlighted the reasons
for, and advantages of engine cycle analysis by simulation
from the systemised handling of variables involved in engine
performance evaluation, and reduced number of test
experiments, to obtain optimal engine performance. Zacharias
[26] presented the results of a FORTRAN program for the
analytical calculation of thermodynamic properties of burnt
combustion gases in the temperature range, 200-6000 K and
upper pressure limit of about 1000 bar. Toda, Nohira, and
Kobashi [27], in discussing the early Japanese experience for
fuel economy and fulfilling NOx emissions Regulation, though
applied to spark-ignition engines, but, of no less importance to
thoughts for the present study, analysed the gas composition
at the end of the compression stroke, and established that at
specified air-fuel ratio and ignition timing, NOx emissions and
engine misfire are affected by burnt gas fractions as functions
of the cylinder gas heating and peak temperature. As a
qualitative measure of the ignition properties of fuel,
Hardenberg, and Hase [28] presented Empirical Formulae for
estimating the cylinder Pressure and temperature during
ignition delay period, and a relationship for estimating the
ignition delay. As aid for analysing engine characteristics and
2
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improving performance, Matthews [29] developed what he
called ―the Efficiency Rule‖, a separate set of relationships, of:
Brake, indicated Power, indicated and mean effective
pressures, indicated and brake specific fuel consumptions, as
functions of the energy efficiencies of: thermal, volumetric,
combustion, and mechanical efficiencies, and other engine
parameters. Pirouz-Panah and Asadi [30] conducted
computer-aided performance predictions of dual-fuel Diesel
engines constructed with thermodynamic models of Diesel,
blended separately with Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) and
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) with reference to engine
cycles, and in particular based on limited-pressure cycle, and
the result compared to the performance of an engine operating
on Diesel only fuel. Pirouz-Panah and Asadi [30] concluded
that, increased gas proportion in dual-fuel engines results in
higher indicated power, and indicated mean effective pressure,
and thus, more work done per cycle of engine operation, with
better fuel economy, without appreciable change in thermal
efficiency. In a similar but experimental approach PirouzPanah, Sarabchi and Kosha [31] carried out experimental
investigations and engine performance studies on a dual fuel
(LPG-Diesel blend) direct injection diesel engine under various
load conditions. The work showed that with equal power, the
LPG-diesel fuel engines had better performance with improved
fuel economy, and reduced emissions. They also investigated
different proportions of LPG-Diesel blend and concluded that
the optimal blend is 30 % LPG-70% Diesel. Ajav and
Akingbehin [32] in an experimental study on some fuel
properties of ethanol extracted from Nigerian sugarcane,
blended with diesel fuel to determine suitability for use in
compression-ignition engines, established that Diesel-ethanol
blends containing 5-, 10-, 15-, and 20- percent ethanol content
have similar fuel properties in comparison with Diesel; and all
blends were highly flammable with flashpoint temperatures
that were below the ambient, and calorific or heating values of
all blends though lower than that of Diesel fuel, but,
insignificant, when analysed at the 5-percent level of
significance. For proper mass transfer and fulfilling metering
requirements in engine operation, Ajav and Akingbehin [32]
deduced that the determining factor of viscosities of the blends
decreased as the ethanol content in the blends were
increased. Bahri, Osman, and Oguz [33] in developing a
model for natural resource preservation presented the results
of a thermo-ecological optimization for optimum ICE operation,
by evaluating and comparing the performance of
endoreversible dual cycle ICE under: (i) maximum ecological
function and (ii) maximum power conditions. The results of
their investigation have a cautionary guideline note, that, since
optimal values of the principal engine parameters, such as
compression ratio, pressure ratio and cut-off ratio, which
maximize the ecological objective function, lead to the
advantage of lower entropy generation, and higher thermal
efficiency, it must be noted that, on the negative side such a
design results in lower power output. In related experimental
investigation to Ajav and Akingbehin [32] on a single-cylinder,
direct injection CI engine with modified inlet duct for injection
of ethanol, Kowalewicz and Pajączek [34] showed that ethanol
to diesel fuel ratio up to over 50-percent may be applied, with
engine thermal efficiency increased at increasing load, and
observed reductions in, soot, green house gas (CO2) and NOx
emissions. Alexandrov, Orlov, and Ochkov [35] using
MathCad, MatLab, Mathematica and Maple developed tools
for interactive mode thermodynamic cycles calculations via
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internet.
Saravanan,
Nagarajan,
Dhanasekaran
and
Kalaiselvan [36] conducted an experimental investigation on a
Hydrogen Fuel Injection in Direct Injection (DI) Dual Fuel
Diesel Engine, with reported improvements in thermal
efficiency, reduced HC, CO, CO2, NOx emissions at full load,
with optimized injection timing and duration of the Hydrogen
while controlling and maintaining the peak cylinder pressures
within limits of knock avoidance. In suggesting ways for proper
combustion-timing by what is referred to as extremum seeking
(ES) to determine an optimum combustion-timing set-point for
minimising adjustable engine thermodynamic related
parameter(s) using cost functions, though in relation to
homogenous charged compression-ignition (HCCI) engines,
but of importance to the current study, Killingsworth et al. [37]
discuss the adverse effects of high loads resulting to
unacceptable pressure rises and maximum peak pressures
due to early combustions. As a guide, Killingsworth et al. [37]
are of the view that in order to optimally transfer the work
extracted, at reduced heat transfer losses at a set engine
operating condition defined by speed and torque, for
economical operation, the efficiency of the combustion
process can be optimised at minimum fuel consumption by
seeking for a combustion events timed sequencing that avoids
early and late combustion to respectively avoid unacceptable
pressure rises/noise and increase in emissions. Ebrahimi [38]
using finite-time thermodynamics theory, investigated the
effects of pressure- and cut-off ratios on the power output and
thermal efficiency of a dual-combustion cycled compression
ignition engine performance whilst accounting for heat transfer
loss, variable specific heat ratio and friction irreversible losses.
By establishing relations between compression ratio, power
output, and thermal efficiency on the one hand, as well as an
optimality condition between power output and thermal
efficiency, the results showed that: for increased (or
decreased) pressure ratio, and decreased (or increased) cutoff ratio, power output and thermal efficiency are affected
positively (increased) or negatively (fluctuates – ―increases
then decreases‖), for compression ratios less than (or
exceeding) a certain value (optimum) respectively. Ebrahimi
[38] further observed that, beyond this optimal compression
ratio, the power output and thermal efficiency decrease with
increase of pressure ratio and the decrease of cut-off ratio. In
other related investigations, Ebrahimi [39], [40] advices that in
practical ICE design and cycle analysis, the effects of
variability in specific heat ratio of the working fluid should be
taken into consideration since from studies, there are
significant effects of the specific heat of the working fluid on
the engine performance. In an earlier similar work, Guha [41]
presented a simple generic method for computing the
properties of combustion products. Papagiannakis and
Hountalas [42], presented the results of an experimental work
with a strong connect between the mixture strength (in form of
equivalence ratio) of the primary fuel, its effect on other engine
performance parameters and the impact on the environment.
Dragan [43] investigated the Yugoslav rivers shipping
experience on the impact of emissions of marine diesel
engines, on air pollution, and applying two methods of
calculation, observed the contributing and controlling effects of
fuel consumption to the emission of harmful gases. In
separate, but, related reports, Premakumara, Akhil,
Jayakrishnan, Anirudh, and Das [44], [45], presented computer
simulation studies using MATLAB, of numerical investigations
of exhaust gas emission for dual-fuel engine configurations
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using (i) Diesel and Hydrogen, and (ii) Hydrogen and
Compressed natural gas (CNG), to find the effects of such
engine conditions as: the optimum mixture strength through an
equivalence ratio, and combustion temperature and pressure
on quality of exhaust emissions. Joshi, Poonia, and Jethoo
[46] presented the results of a mathematical model of a
Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) – Diesel Dual-Fuel Engine
investigation through a computer simulation for optimising and
predicting the engine performance and combustion
characteristics. Brusstar [47] in a major methanol policy
conference forum presentation by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) highlighted the
Dual Fuel Diesel (D)-Methanol (M) engine performance (better
efficiency) and emission (no exhaust after treatment)
advantages of D50/M50 and D10/M90 when compared to
conventional Diesel Blends, D100/M0, on a brake mean
effective pressure (BMEP) and brake thermal efficiency (BTE)
versus speed plot indicating improved performance, with the
D10/M90 blend giving better results. Kargul [48] at the Diesel
Engine Emissions Reduction (DEER) Conference on Fuels
and High-Performance Lubricants, stated the gains from
Natural gas and Methanol use as alternative fuels. Kargul [48]
reported a 5-percent efficiency advantage over conventional
Diesel. In studying Methane-Diesel Dual Fuel (DDF) engine
option, Königsson [49] highlights the main challenges of DDF
operation and suggests early pilot Diesel Injection to achieve
Homogenous Charged Compression-Ignition (HCCI)/Reactivity
Controlled Compression-Ignition (RCCI) type combustion with
combustion phasing controlled by the Diesel-to-Methane ratio
to overcome limits to performance and emission at light loads.
Christen and Brand [50] proposed needed technology building
blocks, and presented the results of a simulation study
applying the concept of Miller cycle, two-stage turbo-charging
and variable valve timing and control management with the
objective of improving fuel consumption and meeting the
requirements for International Maritime Organisation (IMO)
Tier 3 NOx emissions regulations in both Diesel and Dual fuel
engines. Asghari and Mousavi [51] in a similar work to that of
Bahri et al. [33], studied the operational performance of dualcombustion cycle engines with variable specific heat capacity,
and considering heat loss by assuming approximately constant
cylinder wall temperature, and friction loss of the piston,
together with key engine parameters, derived optimum
relationships for the power output and thermal efficiency of
working fluid using finite time thermodynamics analysis. Peter
[52] in studying the effects of natural gas substitution rates on
a large dual fuelled (Natural Gas-Diesel) engine performance
under varying load conditions and constant speed, reported
that engine power remains unchanged for substitution rates up
to 40 %, but decreases with higher substitution rates;
furthermore, Peter [52] deduced that engine economy in terms
of brake specific fuel consumption is affected with Natural Gas
substitution rates beyond 50 % performance, and with serious
consequences of unacceptable hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide pollutant emissions with Natural Gas substitution
rates up to 80%. Brenneisen et al. [53], investigated the
performance improvements on running rural community
Electricity Powered Diesel Generators on Dual Fuel Dieseland-Fuel-gas-from-burnt-Biomass as part of supporting the
social and community programs of a Brazil Government Diesel
Power project with reported saving in Diesel use, 43.8%
increase in power, as result of stable voltage and a maximum
current at the generator, and per kilowatt savings in energy
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cost to the consumer. Ramjee, Reddy and Kumar [54]
reported an over 75-percent improvement in performance and
reduced emissions in Diesel –Compressed Natural Gas (CNG)
Dual Fuel Mode Engines when compared to Diesel only
fuelled engines. While in a similar work, Ehsan and Bhuiyan
[55] reported an 88 % improvement in Dual Fuel Mode
performance over conventional Diesel. Azimov, Tomita, and
Kawahara [56], document the results of combustion mode
analysis experiments of dual fuelled engine model types
(Diesel-Natural gas; Diesel Synthesis Gas; and DieselHydrogen Gas), and suggested the use of PREMIER
(PREmixed, Mixture, Ignition, in End-gas Region) combustion
mode, as against knock or conventional combustion modes, to
achieve increased higher efficiency and reduced emissions, by
maintaining control of the pilot fuel injection quantity, injection
and cylinder pressures and ignition timing (advance and
delay), gaseous fuel equivalence ratio, and exhausts gas
recirculation (EGR) rate. They give as reasons the advantages
of the two-stages of heat release in PREMIER combustion –
stage 1: gaseous flame propagation; stage 2: end-gas mixture
auto-ignition, as in such interacting factors as narrow limits of
injection timings and parameter controls, and as Injection, fuel
preparation (atomization, vaporization and mixing) and
eventual ignition are influenced by the injection timing, even
though advanced timing resulted in early combustion and
increase in peak pressures and temperatures during the first
stage, it also allows for better fuel preparation, and faster
ignition, more complete Diesel-Natural Gas rapid Combustion,
flame propagation and high heat release through the stages;
retard timing, however, results in lowered peak cylinder
pressures with more fuel consumption in first stage [56]. In a
Direct Injection, Hydrogen-Diesel mixture, Dual Fuel engine
experimental investigation with reported improvements in
combustion and overall engine performance characteristics
when compared to a conventional Diesel only fuelled engine,
Bose, Banerjee, and Deb [57] studied the combustion and
performance parameters at varied quantities of pilot and
primary fuels, while maintaining constant speed and Brake
Power at each of the load conditions for the composition of
Hydrogen-Diesel at a particular injection timing of 10-degree
after- top-dead-centre (ATDC) with varying injection durations
for peak maximum pressures up to 62.69 bar and pressure
rise of 7.551 bar at 365-degrees crank angle. Reaction Design
[58] developed a dual fuel simulation application, FORTE,
which is able to handle the simulation of the separate chemical
effects of the two fuels in the Dual Fuel Combustion and also
allows the use of multiple accurate chemistry models to
capture simultaneously, effects of both the auto-ignition and
flame propagation processes on fuel combustion, fuel or
additive composition effects, impacts on liquid pilot amount
and timing, and NOx reduction techniques such as EGR.
Anoop and Ramzy [59] conducted an engine simulation study
for a petrol-diesel dual fuel two stage combustion (DFTSC)
concept engine using Ricardo WAVETM one-Dimensional
simulation software, and compared the results of engine
performance to a conventional Diesel engine of same capacity,
but, with reduced compression ratio. They concluded that,
DFTSC concept engine, has, with increasing speed, engine
performance and emission (hydrocarbon and carbon
monoxide) advantages over the conventional Diesel engine,
though showing poor NOx emission. Chaichan and Al-Zubaidi
[60] arrived at similar conclusions to Saravanan, et al. [36] in
terms of performance improvements and reduced emissions in
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using Hydrogen in Dual Fuel Compression Ignition engines.
Rashidi, Hajipour and Fahimirad [61], investigated the effects
of initial temperature, combustion and heat transfer factors on
the efficiency, and the net work output of an air-standard Dual
cycle. Inyeni, Jack, and Etebu [62], developed application
software for Diesel engine thermodynamics and engine
performance analysis using MATLAB. The software provides a
fast calculation of diesel engine parameters and takes care of
the tedium of repetitive hand calculations when parameter(s)
values vary.

3 ENGINE CYCLE PROCESS
For Heat Engines, a cycle process analysis is essential to
produce driver power from the work of heat [63]; and, to
achieve full and complete burnt combustion of the fuels, time
is needed [12], [13]. In that regard, for efficient engine
thermodynamic performance of the dual-fuel engine, an
engine cycle model based on limited-pressure cycle was
adopted in developing the DFA tool. This engine cycle, also
known as dual combustion cycle or Trinkler cycle proposed by
the Russian Engineer, Gustav Trinkler in 1904 [64], [14]). In
this cycle, heat is added in two stages – a part at constant
volume and the final at constant pressure [13], [63]; and with
the two stage heat addition processes as applied in a D-FICE,
ignition centers are created for continuous turbulent flame
propagation throughout the gaseous fuel-air mixture from
timed-ignition of the injected Diesel fuel, and with the
increased admission of alternative fuel such as natural gas
leading to improved engine performance, for any quantity of
diesel fuel [42], which agrees with the PREMIER [56] concept.
In Fig. 1 is the theoretical limited-pressure or dual combustion
cycle operation pressure-volume (P-V) diagram.
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Combustion Analysis Modelling.

3.2 Thermodynamics Analysis Program Sequence
Modelling
The thermodynamics analysis dual fuel engine model applied
is derived from the processes involved in the limited-pressure
cycle and the first law of thermodynamics. The model can
predict the behavior and properties of the working fluid(s) in
the cylinder of D.F engine. Fig. 3 shows the GUI for the
Thermodynamic Analysis model; the check options allowing
for variable or constant specific heat analysis; and the other
drop-down offering additional input capabilities. As much as
possible, Equations’ numbers for the Thermodynamic Analysis
model computations have been written in order of Sequence
Logic as applied for program reasoning. In developing the DFA
program, the objective was to have a Dual-Fuelled engine,
with similar or improved performance in comparison to a
Diesel fuelled engine. The basis question was: Which
{thermodynamic functional(s) parameters, and engine
Mechanical (geometrical) parameters}; will give OPTIMISED
{Fuel Economy parameters; at same or optimal Power
Requirements
and
reduced
emissions}?
Expressed
mathematically: Which {thermodynamic functional(s) (rC, rP, rE,
k), and engine Mechanical (geometrical) Parameters (D, L, nc,
Vs)}; will give OPTIMISED {{Fuel Economy Parameters (ISFC,
BSFC, η); at optimum Power Requirements (IP, BP, TQ, N) and
reduced emissions (HC, CO2, CO, NOx)}? Typical Engine
terms apply, as in functionals: rC = compression ratio; rP =
pressure-ratio; rE = cut-off ratio; and k = specific-heat ratio.
Geometric properties are: D = Bore Diameter; L = Stroke
length; nc = number of cylinders; and Vs = swept volume.
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Fig. 1. P-V Diagram of an ideal dual combustion cycle

3.1 Decisions on Input Parameters and Development of
Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the Dual Fuel
Analyser (DFA) Models
The Dual Fuel Analyser (DFA) [15] program provides
computation models for thermodynamics, engine performance
and combustion analyses. The decisions on the necessary
input parameters for proper analysis were guided by reported
achievements from some open literature (both experimental
and analytical), typical available nameplate engine data from
Diesel engine manufacturers, manufacturers‘ brochures, and
recommendations in the literature on acceptable standard
inputs for the dual fuel engine, dual-combustion cycle. The
general program launch GUI is as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 2,
the Drop-Down design analysis Select options are:
Thermodynamic Analysis; Engine Performance Analysis;

Fig. 2. General launch graphical user interface of DFA
software.
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However, around about the temperature, T2, also defines the
ignition point for the start of combustion. The condition can
best be taken as the ignition temperature of the primary
―alternative‖ fuel in the dual fuel state, since in practice the airplus-alternative gaseous fuel mixture, (within the flammability
limits [24]), is compressed, until it is heated above the autoignition temperature of the high pressure spray injected Diesel;
and, this allows for calculation of the compression ratio of the
dual fuelled engine [67], [65], [63]. Thus, (3) can be rewritten
as in (3a):
rC

Fig. 3. DFA thermodynamics analysis module input GUI
3.2.1 Temperatures, Volumes and Pressures
In new build Dual Fuel Engine or Diesel-to-Dual fuel Engine
conversion technologies, the thermodynamic principles of the
Diesel engine operating limits in terms of in-cylinder
temperatures and pressures apply [8]. The state point
temperatures, volumes and pressures are dependent on the
non-dimensional thermodynamic functional parameters, rp, rC,
rE, and k, and can be defined by the corresponding function
equivalent dimensionless relationship:

r

p

P
V
V
T
 C
, r C ,  r E , k     3
, 1
, 4
 4
,
P2
V2 
T3
V3 


p


Cv


(1)

Where, the symbol, Ф indicates respective function
equivalence. The pressure at the end of compression, the
state point 2 in Fig. 1 is:
(2)
In Fig. 3, the values recommended by ASABE [65] for a dualcombustion cycle initial conditions are atmospheric.
Regulation for International Atmospheric conditions exists. The
values adopted by Nyeche [15] in the Dual Fuel Analyser
(DFA) Program are: initial pressure, P1 =1 bar, and at ambient
inlet temperature, T1 [65]. Under Supercharge condition, more
pressure is required at the inlet than at under atmospheric
condition [12]. In some Countries, assumed reference
Standard atmospheric datum temperatures are usually taken
at 15 oC (288K), 20 oC (293 K) or 25 oC (298 K) [12], [13]. And,
yet, for other Countries, it is higher. The influence of initial
temperature conditions on dual cycle engine have been
investigated and reported by Rashidi et al. [61]. Hardenberg
and Hase [28] studied the effect of ambient temperature and
pressure on pressure rise and delay. The ―rule of thumb‖
limiting condition for Diesel engine maximum compression
pressure, P2, is within: 30-50 bar [13]; for Kolchin and
Demidov [66], the pressure and temperature, respectively, at
the end of compression are within the limits: 35-55 bar; 700 to
900 K [66]. The temperature T2, at the end of compression
can be obtained from:

 T2 

 


 T1 

1

k 1

(3a)

In separate input model options of the DFA program, the
compression ratio is available as input, and, a controllable and
optimisation parameter. The Compression ratio for Diesel
Engines can range from: 12 – 24 [13], [9]. ASABE [65]
suggests that the compression ratio be at least 16 for selfignition [65]. For a fixed ignition temperature, T2, it can be
confirmed by (3a) that lower values of the ambient initial
temperature, T1, will result in higher compression ratio, rC. This
was shown by Rashidi et al. [61] to have effect on the net work
output and thermal efficiency with a series of graph plots. Note
that for inlet natural inductive preheating conditions, the
temperature, T1, is higher, and can range from 310-350 K for
naturally aspirated Diesel Engines, and 320-400 K for
supercharged four-stroke engines [66]. The ignition
temperature in the single fuel dual-cycle is taken as the selfignition temperature of Diesel Fuel. The auto-ignition
temperatures of all the considered fuels are shown in Section
6 as obtained from the literature. The total gas volume, V1, at
Bottom Dead Centre (BDC) and the Clearance volume, V2, at
the Top Dead Centre (TDC) are related to the engine
mechanical (geometrical) parameters {D, L, nC} and obtained
as a function of the cylinder displacement volume, vd, (or
Swept volume, vS); evaluation of the state point cylinder gas
volumetric values follows:
Cylinder Swept or Displacement volume is:

(4)

Compression volume or Clearance Volume is:
vC  V2 

vS

 rC

 1

(5)

Percentage clearance

(6)

Total inlet volume,

(7)

(3)
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For a typical ICE application, the mass of the trapped gas, in
this case, of the Dual- Fuel engine (air- plus- gaseous or
aspirated alternative fuel [19]) during the compression process
remains essentially unchanged [65], and can be estimated
from:

Mass,

 m a  m af

(8)

Where, ma = mass fraction of air, and maf =mass fraction of
alternative fuel in the air-plus-aspirated alternative fuel; mm is
more like a lumped-mass in the compression process.
The mass of air, m a   a V d  V

(8a)

Where, the parameter, ηV, is the volumetric efficiency, to
account for the admission losses in the intake valve [21], and
greater than 90 % for Diesel engines [9], and under
supercharge conditions could exceed 100 % [13]. Equations
(2)-(8) govern the Cycle Process 1-2: Isentropic compression
of Air-plus-Atomised Alternate fuel blend in this dual-fuel, dualcycle application of Fig. 1. Equations (9, 9a, 10-15) are
derived, and used for the analysis of Cycle Process 2-3:
Isochoric (constant volume) heat addition, Qinv (indicated as 1st
- stage heat addition in Fig. 1 = QH,1) - that is reaction and
rapid explosion in the combustion chamber resulting in a
sudden rise in the gas pressure inside the working cylinder. In
the analysis of an engine thermodynamic limited-pressure or
dual combustion cycle model, ASABE [65], recommends that
a maximum attainable cycle temperature, T4, be set. No
reasons were advanced; however, it is most likely related to
metallurgical considerations as advised by [13]. Applying the
ASABE [65] suggestion of pegging the maximum cycle
temperature value, T4, will allow for the computation of the cutoff ratio, rE, as defined by (19). And, a reduced cut-off can
increase the cycle efficiency [66]. But, the cycle state point @4
represents the end of the combustion process, and dependent
on earlier state point conditions such as at air induction which
may vary. Equally, the maximum peak temperature has an
effect on the exhaust gas temperature and, hence, the gas
emission as seen from relationships (17), (21) and (28).
Pegging too high a value for, T4, can reduce cycle efficiency,
and also increase the exhaust temperature and hence, the
emissions. And, at too low a, T4, the required pressure rise
and explosion, for efficient combustion may not be achieved,
as is shown and deducible from (19) by the likely reduced cutoff. So, the decision not to use, T4, as an input variable, since
the required cylinder pressures for proper combustion may not
be attained. As noted by Azimov et al., [56], the peak cylinder
pressures during the cycle is influenced by the injection
duration timing (advance and delay), which is related to
combustion process. Penninger et al. [63] makes similar
observation and notes that, the maximum attainable peak
pressure is also influenced by delay period preceding the first
stage rapid combustion process at constant volume, whereby,
after injection commences, the Diesel fuel undergoes an
induction period, and is allowed to evaporate (atomise), and
mix with the air-natural gas blend. This they state is the cause
of the delay period and the determinant of the time of ignition
[63]. Described as a Post-ignition phase is the explosion event
of the ignited fuels-air mixture in the cylinder, termed Diffusive

ISSN 2277-8616

combustion with the mixture temperature greater than its autoignition temperature, resulting in a rapid pressure rise [63],
due to the heat release [13]. Hardenberg and Hase [28] have
shown that the cylinder pressure and temperature during
ignition delay can be used to describe the ignition properties,
and ignition quality of fuels. Proposed for this research effort is
the peak cylinder pressure control, and hence, indirect
influence of the ignition timing, since, such parameter(s)
control will allow for more complete cycle events processes
[9], [13]. Thus, the maximum peak pressure (P3 = P4) is
decided as a value to be ―pre-determined‖ or a predictable
input, allowing for the pressure ratio to be computed as a
variable property in cycle event analysis, as in (9a):

rP 

rP 

P3



P2

P3
k

T3

(9)

T2

(9a)

r C P1

Kolchin and Demidov [66] states that the constant volume
pressure increase depends mainly on quantity of fuel supplied,
shape of combustion chamber (swirl-chamber, pre-chamber,
and open), and the mixing method (film or volumetric mixing)
and corroborating the observations of [56], [63[, [28] notes,
that, the pressure ratio is influenced by the fuel ignition delay
period, an increase in which results in a pressure increase
within the range: rp = 1.2 – 2.5, with lower values applicable for
swirl-chamber and pre-chamber, and higher values applying to
open combustion chambers [66], thus,
(10)
As a value for prediction, P3 can be linked to a connected
parameter available on manufacturers‘ engine nameplates or
brochure. For older engines (20th century), Rajput [13]
provides range of values for the compression-ignition engine
permissible operating maximum pressure limit which can lie in
the range, 60-120 bar. That compares with Kolchin and
Demidov [66] suggested maximum pressure limit range at 512 MPa. Higher peak cylinder pressures apply in more modern
21st century Diesel engines, with South West Research
Institute (SWRI) reporting values as high as 250 bar in future;
higher pressures are believed to allow for more chemically
correct and complete combustion [68]. Of note, higher
pressures and temperatures require improved cooling and
lubrication methods, together with improvements in engine
(cylinder, piston, piston skirt etc.) materials properties [69]. A
chart of innovations for peak pressure attainment over the
years is provided by [68]. This provides a guide for an input
value for the Dual Fuel engine maximum peak pressure,
coupled with the work of Bose et al. [57], and the suggestions
and cautionary reason advanced by Taylor [12] – ―the need to
limit the maximum pressure, since, pressure affects strength
required of the engine structure, and increase in cylinder
pressure can result in increases in mechanical and thermal
stresses and thus reliability and durability can become
unsatisfactory‖ [12]. Rule-of-thumb methods for estimating, P3,
are presented in a later section. The state point temperature,
T3, can be obtained as a function of the compression and
7
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pressure ratios as in (11):
T 3  T1  rP

rC

k 1

 A / F  mix

  T r 
2

3.2.2 First-Stage Heat Supplied or Added During Constant
Volume
This is due to the compression heating, and injected Diesel
ignition of the compressed lumped mass, mm. Nyeche [15]
assumed averaged constant specific heat throughout the cycle
based on DFA models that can be treated as air standard,
ideal gas, or fuel-air cycle analysis; continuity of lumped
compressed mass, mm, and thermal equilibrium by relating the
―temperature rise during combustion‖ with the energy content
in the Diesel fuel in computation of the heat supplied at
constant volume, Qinv, which for complete combustion with the
products, CO2, H2O, is as shown by (12) [9], [14]:
Q inv  m m C v T 3  T 2

  m d 1  stage 1 Q HV

d

(12)

Equation (12) is further modified for an incomplete
combustion, whereby a fraction of the fuel energy content is
not fully released, and so such end products CO, H2, and
particulate matters are contained in the exhausts; (12) in terms
of the last term is then of the form, (12a):
Q inv   CE

m d  stage Q HV

d

(12a)

(CE) is referred to as the combustion efficiency, a factor, less
than or equal to one (i.e. ≤ 1), indicating degrees of
inefficiency in the combustion process, which reduces with
lean, stoichiometric mixtures, and increases with a rich mixture
lacking oxygen [9]. In the Diesel Mode, by (12), Amount in (kg)
of Diesel fuel injected or added - AFA-, during constant
volume is:
AFA 

Q inv
Q HV

 m d 1  stage

(13)



md

(14a)


 Q HV
  m af 



 af

Q HV

d

mm

A / F 





The second term in braces of the denominator of (14a) is the
normalisation for, Alternative Fuel – to – Diesel Fuel
conversion equivalence based on energy content. Zhang et al.
[70] by assuming same input chemical energy or energy
content, proposed the following fuels-masses - to - heat
contents inverse ratio relationship (14b):
m af



md

Q LHV

d

Q LHV

 af

(14b)

Where, QLHV-d and QLHV-af are the lower heating values of
Diesel and alternative fuels respectively. A database of
reference alternative fuel properties such as heating values,
self-ignition temperatures is provided in the program. And yet,
another method by, Qamar [71] provides a general chemical
reaction effects equation for estimation of the mixture A/F
ratio. By identifying the number of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen
and nitrogen, the theoretical A/F ratio for the complete
combustion of a CHON general fuel of molecular composition
CHON with air, can be estimated by (14c):

A F 


S

137 . 8   0 . 25   0 . 5 



12 . 01   1 . 008   16   14 . 01 

(14c)

The combustion equation in 100-percent theoretical air can be
written as in (14d) [69]:
C  H  O  N     O 2  3 . 76 . N 2    1 CO

2

  2 H 2O   3 N 2

(14d)

d

This is a negligible injected atomised Diesel mass. Where,
QHV-d, is the calorific or heating value of the injected Diesel
fuel. Total Amount of Diesel fuel added (TAFA) -for the two
stages of the heat addition in (kg):

TAFA

ma



(11)

P
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 m d 1  stage  m d 2  stage

(14)

In the Gas or Dual-Fuel Mode, the heating value of the airplus-aspirated alternative fuel blend is taken into
consideration, and an equation has been derived. For the
thermodynamics model, the air-fuel ratio, A/F, is based on
chemically correct database input value in the DFA program. In
the combustion model, actual calculated Air-to-Diesel fuel, A/F
ratio is applied by Nyeche [15]. Another method to accurately
calculate the effective air-to-alternative fuel-plus-injected
Diesel Fuel mixture, (A/F) mix ratio, during the heat addition
combustion process, has been given by Zhang et al. [70] by
the following relationship:

By applying (14c), estimates of the, A/F, values for each fuel
(CH and CHO types) considered in this project are compared
to literature obtained as listed in Section 6. Such estimated
values can be used in assessing the mixture strength of the
combustible fuel(s). An equation of that form by way of the
reciprocal of mixture strength, the equivalence ratio, ФT, is
given by Egusquiza, Braga and Braga [72] as in (14e):
For an alternative fuel-air mixture -plus pilot fuel combustion:


T



m  A / F 
af

af

 m d

 A / F  d

(14e)

ma

Masses of air and alternative fuels can be estimated from the
substitution ratio, SR, and equivalence ratio relationships
given by Egusquiza et al.
[72] or Papagiannakis and
Hountalas [42]. For Egusquiza et al. [72] the substitution ratio
of the Diesel – to-alternative fuel, SRd/af is:

SR

d / af


 md
 1  

 m dS







(14f)
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Where, md = mass of diesel in dual mode; mdS = mass of
diesel in conventional diesel operation. As a guide, Di Blasio et
al. [73] recommends, the mixture heating value be based on
the proportional mass fraction (pmf) of the primary fuel in a
Dual fuel engine which as suggested, can be estimated from
the relationship:
m af
(14g)
pmf 
m af  m d

cycle analysis. The dimensionless cut-off ratio, rE, can then be
obtained from:
rE 

T4

 mix



 pmf Q HV

 af

 1 

 pmf Q HV

d

Q HV

 mix



2  Q HV

Q

d

HV  af

Q HV

 af

 Q HV

d




(14i)

V3  V2

By Fig. 1,

The peak or maximum pressure:

P 4  P3

(16)

The state point temperature, T4, at peak pressure relationship
– (17) is derived as a function of the heat added between state
points 3 and 4, and the actual mass, mm - (8), of the gas
volume at intake plus that of the added Diesel fuel throughout
the cycle as:

k 1

T 4  T 1 rC

rP rE

(17a)

Furthermore, because the Engine cycle processes are
reaction rate and time dependent, computations for the
extreme temperature, T4, can be done by the method of FiniteTime Thermodynamics (FTT) – (see section on maximum work
modelling). In (17), Heat supplied or added during constant
pressure, Qinp, is,

(20)

Percent cut-off as a function of the stroke volume:
 rE  1 

% r E  100 


r

1
 C


(20a)

Cycle Process 4-5: Isentropic expansion requirements can be
analysed by: The temperature at the inlet of the exhaust pipe
or start of exhaust, T5, is:
T 5  T1 rP

r Ek



(21)

The pressure at the start of exhaust, P5, is:
V4
P5  P 4 

 V5






k

 rE
 

 rC






k

(21a)

Again, to guide Engine Designers, Kolchin and Demidov [66],
suggests the pressure, P5 and temperature, T5 respectively, be
in the range: P5 ≡ 2 – 5 bar; T5 ≡ 1000 – 1200 K. From (21)
and (21a), it can be seen that the selected value of specific
heat ratio, k, affects the calculated values of P5 and T5, with
lower values giving lower T5 and hence, lower exhaust
temperature. But, as noted by [9], there is an optimally
acceptable value of exhaust temperature for efficient engine
operation.
3.2.2.2 Heat Rejection
Process 5-1: Isochoric heat rejection, Qrv
Exhaust volume, V 5  V 1

(17)
Alternatively,

(19)

V3

The gas volume, V 4  r E V 3

(15)

3.2.2.1 Heat Supplied During Constant Pressure
For the Process 3-4: Isobaric (constant pressure) heat
addition, Qinp, (indicated as 2nd - stage heat addition in Fig. 1 =
QH,2) - that is slow combustion inside the working cylinder:

V4

Typical values for Diesel engines, rE = 1.2 – to – 1.7 [66].

(14h)

In this research effort, the Zhang et al. [70] and Di Blasio et al.
[73], relationships (14b), (14g), and (14h) are considered and
solved simultaneously, to arrive at the derived and the
somewhat elegant (14i) for the mixture heating value, QHV-mix:



T3

The calculation of the mixture heating value then follows from
(14h):
Q HV

ISSN 2277-8616

(22)

Heat rejected during constant volume Process 5-1, again
assuming air standard conditions and mass conservation:
Q rv   m m  TAFA

C V T 5

 T1 

(23)

The Work done per cycle, W, is obtained by the following:
W  Q S  Q rv

(24)

Where, Total heat supplied, QS, is:

Q
  Q inp
Q S  Q inv  Q inp  1   inv

 
Q
Q
S 
S 



(18)
And, Quantity of Diesel fuel added, (QFA), during constant
pressure process is:
QFA  ( TAFA  AFA )

(18a)

(25)

And, Qrv is as defined by (23). The Fractions of energy inputs
at constant pressure, and constant volume, are, defined by
(26) and (26a) respectively:

Kolchin and Demidov [66], sets the value of, T4, in modern
Diesel engines within the range: 1800 – 2300 K. These may
vary, and higher values may apply in ideal dual combustion

(26)
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1  B dc 
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Mass of exhaust gases before blow-down:

Q inv

(26a)

QS

m exhBBD

P5 V 5



RT

Combustion efficiency,

Mass of exhaust gases after blow-down:

QS

CE 

m d Q HV

(27)
m exhABD

d



(100000
RT

3.2.2.3 Exhaust Gas Temperature, Pressure and Mass
Pulkabrek [74] provides a relationship for estimating the
exhaust gas temperature based on ideal gas isentropic
expansion relationship of (28):
k  1 k 
T exh  T EVO

 P exh


 P EVO






 100000
T exh  T 5 

P5







RT

m exh  DBD  m exhBBD

)V 1

PexhDBD

(28b)

Exhaust residual:





(29c)

 m exhDBD
 100 

 m exhBBD






(29d)

Percent exhaust gas recycled, EGR:
P EGR  100  P exhDBD



(29e)

Burnt gas fraction in fresh intake mixture:
  P EGR 

x b  
 1  x r    x r
  100 


Ta 

(29f)

(29)

T 1   x r T exh



1  xr

(30)

Under supercharge and turbo-charge conditions, with higher
pressures at inlet, the charge air is inductively preheated,
leading to a higher temperature at the start of compression,
Tci, and can be estimated by the relations of [66]:
k  1 k  / 
P1

T ci  T 1 
 100000

exh

  100000


P5


 m exhABD

Percent exhaust gas exited during blow-down:

(28a)

Where, the volume is taken at the hypothetical state of, V1 =
initial volume [74]. For environmental protection, through
significantly reduced emissions, though with possible reduced
efficiency, and engine wear, a portion of the exhaust gases
are re-circulated back to the cylinder inlet to dilute or replace
excess oxygen provided by the incoming air-stream in the precombustion mixture, for eventual reduction of the peak incylinder temperatures, in what is termed Exhaust Gas
Recirculation technology or simply EGR [75]. The reason
advanced by [75] is, the dependence of emissions formation
on the high temperatures generated, and so, a lowering of the
combustion chamber temperatures will stem the amount of
emissions. The literature reports that, because of the diluting
effect in Recycled Exhaust Gas (EGR) on the residual gases
left from the previous combustion, effective intake air
temperature at the beginning of the next compression process
will be different from previous and/or normal atmospheric
conditions. Equations (29) – to - (30) describe the variables
involved in exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) estimation as
applied in DFA:

 1  T5

xr  


r
 C   T exh

(29b)

exh

Inlet charge temperature entering cylinder:

k  1 k 

Mass of exhaust gases, mexh, can be estimated from (28b)
[74]:
(100000

)V 5

Mass of exhaust gases during blow-down:

(28)

In which:
Texh = Exhaust gas temperature;
Pexh= Exhaust gas pressure;
TEVO= Cylinder temperature when exhaust valves open;
PEVO= Cylinder pressure when exhaust valves open (EVO).
At ―blow-down‖, the exhaust pressure, Pexh, is same as intake
ambient pressure, 100000 Pa Therefore, Exhaust
temperature, Texh, can be written as in (28a):

m exh 

(29a)

5





p

(30a)

P1 and T1 are then, the supercharge inlet charge conditions.
In the version of the DFA reported here, a general dynamic
compressor model is adopted, with constant average
polytropic efficiency, ηP, assumed in the program as: ηP = 76
%. This was left out in other DFA version.
3.2.3. The influence of Specific Heat Ratio
Specific heat capacity at constant volume,
(31)
Specific heat capacity at constant pressure,
C

P

 Cv  R 

kR
k 1

(32)

As a guide, to estimating the specific heat ratio, k, Kolchin and
Demidov [66], provide charts of k vs rC at different induction
temperatures, Ta, based on the amount of heat carried by the
fresh charge during the compression process; and for
expansion process, k vs rC at different end of combustion
temperatures, T4. The following relation by [66] is good for
estimating specific heat ratio, k at the compression and
expansion stages.
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k  1   8 . 315

C
V 


(33)

For Compression: The value of Cv can be based on air
standard conditions, by which Cv =Cva for air applies, in line
with (33a) and (33b) as given by [66]. For real or actual cycle
conditions, Cv = mixture Cvm will be used for computations. For
Expansion: Cv= Cvc for combustion gases. Example Methods
for calculation of the specific heat of the combustion gases
can be obtained from [66], [41], and [9]. The following
relationship by [66] can be applied for the computation of the
specific heat at constant volume for air, Cva, values at the
temperature ranges specified:
For Temperature range:
0 - 1500 oC –
C va  20 . 6  0 . 002638

(33a)

Tm

1501 - 2800 oC –
C va  22 . 723  0 . 001449

(33b)

Tm

Equation (12) has been written to indicate the dependence of
the specific heat on temperature, in this case the temperature
difference. Using the suggested guide to states‘ points limiting
conditions, earlier stated, estimate of the, k, values can be
predicted based on average values in the range of application
for Diesel Engine compression ratios using the following
relationship given by [66]:
For Compression:
k 1

 log

T 2  log T 1 

rC

(34)

 rC



log 
rE 

(34a)

log

The values of the expansion process
For Expansion:
k 1

 log

T 4  log T 5



Equation (34a) can be rewritten as in (34b) by expressing T4
and T5 in terms of the initial temperature, T1, as in (17a) and
(21) respectively, which are based on relations provided by
Giri [76]:
log T 1 rCk  1 r P r E   log T 1  r P r Ek   rC 
(34b)
k 1


log 


rE 

ASABE [65] recommends using average value of k = 1.33 for
the entire cycle. That compares with Kolchin and Demidov [66]
suggestion of using: k=1.4 - for air; k=1.3 – for combustion
products; k=1.35 - for mixture of air and combustion products.
For blended mixtures, using Specific heat at constant
pressure, Cp, a method of estimating the specific heat ratio, k,
was shown by Johnson, Myers and Uyehara [77]. The
formulation of Johnson et al. [77] is by a linear equation based
on the specific heats at constant pressure and constant
volume of the two gases as in (35) and (35a) respectively:
C

p

 m

fa

C

pa

Cv  m

 m
fa

ff

C

(35)

pf

C va  m

ff

C vf

(35a)
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The mass fractions are a function of the fuel-air ratio, (F/A), in
(kgfuel/kgair),
Where,
Mfa=mass fraction of air (kgair/kgmixture):
m

fa



1



1 F

(35b)


A

Mff=mass fraction of fuel (kgair/kgmixture)
m

ff



1

(35c)

1  1 / F A 

Equations for the specific heats at constant pressure for air
and the gases can be obtained from Kolchin and Demidov
[66], Johnson et al. [77], and Sinnott [78] and other sources in
the open literature. Heywood [9] provides related equations for
the estimation of the specific heat at constant pressure, Cp, for
different fuel types. Equations based on, Cp, are also proposed
by Guha [41]. Guha [41] equations for dry air and combustion
gases are based on an eighth-order polynomial equation [41].
The temperature range for the Guha [41] applications are 200
– 2000 K. Nyeche [15] in the DFA program applied constant
specific heat all through the cycle, with the possibility of
adjusting the values to meet predictable thermodynamic
parameter(s) condition(s), both in single- and Dual- fuelled
engines; the Dual fuel mode is based on the Johnson et al.[77]
model – variable specific heat (mixture of air and the alternate
fuel). In applications, it is often recommended to base the
value of k, on the average temperature of the gases between
any two state points [79], [80], [81]. Such computations of, k,
can be made efficiently using weighted molal specific heat at
constant pressure of the blend gases, at the compression
stage and the combustion gases at the expansion stage, at
two reference temperatures, and either interpolating or
extrapolating, for the required k values computation. Stone [82]
relying on data provided by Reid, Prausnitz, and Sherwood
[83], presented equations and coefficients for the molal
specific heat at constant volume, for reactants and products of
combustion.
3.2.4. Thermal Efficiency of the Limited-Pressure Cycle
The cycle thermal efficiency is a function of the cycle state
points‘ temperatures; and the pressure, compression, and cutoff ratios, have influence on the thermal efficiency as defined
by (36):
(36)
 cycle    r p , r c , r e , k    T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 , T 5 , k 
(36a)

 cycle  W net Q net

 cycle  1 

C v T 5  T 1 

T 3

 T 2   k T 4  T 3



1

 1
r

k 1



rP rE  1


  r  1   k .r  r  1  
P
E
 P

k

(36b)
Note that, ηdual-cycle= ηdiesel-cycle, at a pressure ratio, (rp =1),
(Eastop and McConkey [84]). Thus, the effect of the pressure
ratio as defined by the maximum attainable cycle pressure, P3,
and the pressure, P2, at the ignition temperature, T2, is of
importance, and is an added reason for the decision on the
11
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maximum attainable cycle pressure as an input parameter,
since variations in the maximum attainable pressure will have
influence on the engine cycle efficiency attainable.

Then, by (37e) the intensive property, specific work, w, is also
a function of, pressure, P, as shown by (37.1e):
w 

3.2.5. Work and Power Output of the Dual Combustion
cycle Engine
By (24), and assuming air-standard model, Net Work done per
cycle, Wnet, can be expressed as:
W net  Q inv  Q inp

 Q



 m C v T 3  T 2   C

rv

p

T 4

 T 3   C v T 5  T 1 

 (37)

And, the effects of initial temperature on the derived equations
- (3), (11), (17) and (21), and the dimensionless engine
parameters on the work done per cycle is given by (37a).
.





W net  m C v T 1 1   kr P  r E  1   r P  1  rC

k 1

  r r 

W

/ Cv



 w T , P 

(37.1e)

m

According to Bejan [86], for a system such as defined by the
system states 1-2-3-4-5-1, in Fig. 1, a property of the system
in this instance, W, and defined by the specific work, w, of
(37.1e) reaches the minimum or maximum, when two other
properties are held fixed or constant, as in this instance, the
constant predetermined maximum pressure, and calculated
―fixed‖ maximum temperature. Bejan [86] notes that the three
properties form a triangle. In this paper this is called work MiniMax triangle as illustrated by Fig. (4):

k

P
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T4

E

Fig. (4): Work Mini-Max triangle

(37a)
3.2.5.1 Maximum Work/Power Modeling- A method in
Finite-Time Thermodynamic
Equation (17), may predict the maximum temperature highly,
which may be out of range limit and unrealistic for typical costs
of effective materials for engines. Though high temperature
materials may be selected, there may be the need to
moderate the value. It is noted that, the maximum temperature
is dependent on previous “through” input and states’ variable
conditions and contributes to what is termed the afterburn or
aftercombustion [66], [13]. What then will be the ‗Equation of
Operation‘ for determining the maximum temperature? In
deciding such, one must take into consideration, the internal
and external processes reaction rates during: compression,
combustion and dissipation (the coupling to the environment –
exhaust) which are dependent on ―across‖ temperature temperature differences in each process. Properly calculated
or defined ―across‖ temperatures allow for thermal
compatibility or thermal stability – power stability. The required
‗Equation of Operation‘ is: Total Work done equation. From the
open literature, the relationship of such states‘ variables to the
potential to do work is known. As a start, let‘s consider the
derived Atmaca, Gumus and Demir [85] work done per cycle
relationship for a limited-pressure cycle as in (37b):
W  mCv

 T 3

 T 2   k T 4  T 3   T 5  T 1  

(37b)

Or as an intensive property, specific work, w, as in (37c):
w 

W

/ Cv



 w T



(37c)

m

Note the unit of the intensive specific work property, w, has
been written to indicate the temperature [K] dependence as
against kJ/kg. Equation (37b) can be re-written as:
  T3
 T4


 T5

W  mCv  T 2 
 1   kT 3 
 1   T1 
 1







 T1

 T3

  T2

(37d)

By substitution of (9), (19), and (21), in (37d), the relationship
of (37e) is obtained:





W  mCv T 2 r p  1   kT 3  r E  1   T 1 r P r E  1
k



(37e)

w

P3=P4
By the triangle mini-max principle, dw≤0, at constant T4; (P3=P4)

In real engines, processes and reactions such as fuel injection
and preparation, the increase or decrease of state point
variables are time and rate dependent, with all cycle events of
significance occurring in finite times and dependent on finite
rates. Added to that are the choice of engine materials,
materials properties limits and the accompanying consequent
costs in using higher material grades. Thus, such set limits
constraints, will often lead the engine designer to find optimal
operating conditions. In the seminal work of Andresen,
Salamon, and Berry in 1984 - ―Thermodynamics in Finite
Time‖ [87], they refer to such search for optimal conditions as:
search for ―Criteria of Merit‖; and a question of finding realistic
limits to improve performance of real processes [87]. See also
Andresen [88] and Hoffmann [89]. The methods have been
successfully applied by Chen et al. [90], Ust et al. [91], Atmaca
et al. [85], Asghari et al. [61], Rashidi et al. [51], Ebrahimi [40],
[38] and others. The maximum temperature, T4, in the cycle,
which is also the maximum combustion temperature, occurs at
the predetermined maximum pressure, and by (37b), an
increase in T4 will increase the work output, with T4 being
dependent on the initial conditions. Thus, by (37.1e), too high
or too low a specific work output can result in higher design
(materials) and operating (fuel consumption, maintenance)
costs [12]. The question that follows is: what is the optimal
value of the combustion chamber temperature, T4, at (P3 = P4),
that will maximise the fuel/air ratio at combustion, maximise
the work output (the objective function) at high cycle efficiency,
and hence, the power produced? High efficiency might mean
using more expensive fuel and, hence, incurring high cost per
rated power output; however, of concern is fuel economy –
reasonable quantity fuel delivered that maximises the power
output. From (36b), higher, T4, value will reduce the cycle
efficiency! By the triangle principle of Bejan [86] – Fig. (4), and
in relation to this effort, and the question posed, the peak
maximum pressure, (P3=P4), is thus related to the power
output, as shown by (37e). In this application, a key criterion of
12
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merit is the pressure ratio; thus, by considering optimum
pressure ratio at maximum work, the ‗Equation of Operation‘,
in the form of (37e) is differentiated with respect to the
pressure ratio, rP, and set to zero in line with extreme event
variational condition, i.e.:
dW
dr P

 

 T 2  T1 rE

k

  T

0  T1 rE

k

2

(37f)

Or
rE 
k

T2

(37g)

T1

The remodeled maximum temperature, T4, after substituting
for, rE, by the relation of (19) is:

T4

 T 2 

k
 T 3  
 


  T1 


1
k

(37i)

Fig. 5. DFA for engine performance analysis.
The required performance equations are:
Power  ifo  IP , BP , FP
(i.)



(39)

Where, ifo = ―in form of‖

The compression ratio for optimum pressure ratio and
maximum work and hence, maximum power delivery is then,

 BP 

Brake _ Power

2  NT

Q

(39a)

60 , 000

rC

 T4 

 


 T3 

k

k 1

Friction

(37h)

The choice for maximum work criterion is backed by Andresen
et al. [87] note, that, with such maximum power attainment and
stability, comes, a price to pay for reduced efficiency, stating
the observations of Curzon and Ahlborn, that, typical power
producing units operate closer to the point of maximum power
than at maximum efficiency. But, can the same results be
obtained if the consideration was attaining maximum efficiency
at cut-off? How then can the Maximum Work, and hence,
maximum power output be attained? What are the control
measures for, and path, to achieving maximum power? Will
such measurable(s) be controllable for achieving fuel economy
and meeting emissions regulations requirements?

(ii.)

_ Power

 FP  IP  BP

  W , MEP , F , N , T Q

Load



(39b)
(40)

Force on the piston:
(40a)
Where,

(40.1a)

Work done by the engine:
W   MEP

v d

(40b)

Mean Effective Pressure:
3.2.6. Volumetric Efficiency
Volumetric efficiency, as applied in the program is defined as
the ratio of the actual volume drawn of the charge at suction
reduced to standard temperature and pressure, S.T.P, to the
Engine Displacement or Swept volume.
volume

 of  ch arg e  at  S .T . P
Swept

 Volume

MEP

   P1 , P2 , P3 , P4 , P5 , V 1 , V 2 , V 3 , V 4 , V 5 , V s , k



(40c)

Or
MEP

   P1 , rC , rE , k



(40.1c)

Where, Ф, indicates a functional.
(38)
Also

3.3 Engine Performance Analysis Models
The efficient complete conversion of chemical fuel energy into
useful mechanical work determines Engine performance [13].
The GUI for the engine performance analysis is shown in Fig.
(5):

MEP



Work
Swept

 Done
 Volume

(40d)

Note that MEP is expressed as, based on shaft work (Brake
Mean Effective Pressure -BMEP), and on indicated or total
power (Indicated Mean Effective Pressure-IMEP). The
importance of the two ratios: IMEP/P3 and IMEP/P1 is taken
into consideration in determining the maximum pressure, P3.
In predicting real engines performance, available MEP values,
in manufacturers‘ catalogue often published as BMEP, and
13
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compression ratio, rC, are used as a guide, together with the
exhaust temperature (if available). The thermodynamics model
is useful for such predictions. That of course will seem to imply
the assumption of near 100 % mechanical efficiency, but, the
approach was found very effective when results are compared
to actual performance data, and in transferring the predicted
maximum pressure value for real engine performance analysis
using the combustion model, actual efficiencies are predicted.
Other rule of thumbs approach for estimating the maximum
pressure is by the relation provided in Engineering Tips [92]:

 Cylinder

Maximum

 Pr essure



(40e)

4 ( BMEP )

 Mechanical



 Efficiency

Yet, other suggestion is [92]:
 P3


  5
IMEP



(40f)

Of course, control measures can limit the values to lower or
higher than estimated, depending on performance
requirements. Piston Speed:
(40f)
PS  2 NL
(iii.)

 ifo 

Efficiency

, i , b ,

ME

cycle

, RE



(41)

 b   BP m f .Q HV ; Relative efficiency, (brake basis) is then:

RE  

RE



b

(41a)

 cycle

A value used as a basis to assess the relative amount of
losses when compared to the theoretical cycle; it should be
less than one (i.e. RE<1).  b ;  i =brake; indicated thermal
efficiency. Mechanical Efficiency:
BP

 ME 
(iv.)

Fuel  Economy

BMEP



IP

(41b)

IMEP

 ifo  ISFC , BSFC , SAC



(42)

Specific air consumption
SAC 

60 m a

(42)

BP

Specific fuel consumption
SFC



60 m

f

(43a)

IP

Note m a , m

f

are the mass of air and fuel injected per unit

time, respectively. The specific fuel and air consumption are
often expressed as functions of indicated (IP) as in (43a), and
brake power (BP) basis as in (42).
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3.3.1 Predicting Fuel Injection Time and Rate through the
cycle
As observed by ASIMOV et al. [56], in a Diesel engine, Cycleto-cycle pressure variations occur according to the Diesel fuel
injection timing, θinj [56]. Poor fuel economy and fuelling
problems such as failed injector and engine stoppage can
result from inaccurate fuel injection timing. Time, pressure,
quantity of fuel delivered and engine operational conditions
such as speed are thus critical control variables [93], [94].
Earlier, it was shown that the maximum peak pressure occurs
at maximum power output. As corroborated by Asimov et al.
[56], under normal combustion conditions, the relationship of
the maximum peak pressure to the maximum power output is
dependent on injection advance, θinj [56]. Khovakh [95] notes
that the combustion efficiency and degree of heat utilization is
influenced by the ignition advance angle [95]. Too early or
retarded injection can cause combustion shift and a time lag,
rapid rise or slow rise to maximum pressure resulting in
decrease in indicated performance [95]. Thus, optimum
injection advanced timing is required for optimal power output,
by efficient and controlled metering of the fuels into the engine
cylinders [93]. As a basis for understanding the injection
principles to aid modeling, a review of some injection units
show that, the common design principle can be summarised
as in: an engine driven pump through a cam, or cam-less
(variable valve) electro-hydraulically actuated pump injector
control unit setting and fuel injection timed sequencing, must
be synchronised with the engine crankshaft rotation such that
fuel injection into each cylinder occurs at a consistent crank
angle [93], [94]. What then are the constraints (instant and
global) to achieving maximum power? Can these constraints
be optimally controlled to achieve maximum power and
efficiency? What is the relationship between the maximum
work and power limit(s) to these controllable constraints?
Answers to these questions are deducible from the
summarising principle! In essence, what is required is to relate
the geometry and dynamics of the engine operation to the
energy or work balance. Two key geometrical constraints to
such a rotating crankshaft are speed limitation and the crank
angle. So, at what speed and crank angle(s) or crank
coordinates, does fuel injection start and cease-Δθinj? How
long does the injection take – ―injection duration‖ - t? In
analysing the states of a given system subjected to changing
configurations due to changes in times, and position
coordinates, it is accepted that the future states of the system
are dependent on previous state of the system at a previous
instant in time [96]. Thus, applying the advantages of data
fusion, simplified models and derived correlations were
evaluated to closely predict the specific fuel consumptions –
(BSFC and ISFC) in line with published manufacturers‘
brochure outputs, since, in real practice, results for fuel
consumption rates are usually obtained from laboratory test.
Herewith, the models and correlations considered were:
(1.) A model for the injection duration timing as presented by
Giri [74]:
Work done in pumping the fuel per unit time ≡ (work of
compression + work of delivery) ≡ [(Work required per cycle)
times (No. of Cycles per unit time)] ≡ Ф (Torque per cycle,
Crank angle per cycle, Speed of engine, Duration) (43b)
14
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Or
 Work



 required

  No .  of  cycles

 
   T ,  , N , t 
cycle  
unit  time 

(43.1b)
Where, the injection duration, t, is as given by Kolchin and
Demidov [66], by the relation of (43c):

(43c)
t 
6N

3.3.1.1 Actual Specific Fuel Consumption Estimates
Since, actual specific fuel consumption measurements are
laboratory obtained, as a guide, a statistical evaluation of 57
Diesel engine manufacturers‘ published, BSFC in (g/kWh), at
different Power, Torque and Speed (70 rpm – 2800 rpm), and
using the estimates that minimises the Sum-of Squared Errors
(SSE), gave the following derived correlations, expressed as
is, for the low/medium and medium/high engine speed ranges:
For 1000 rpm >N≤2800 rpm:
bsfc  x

Specific Fuel consumption rate is then obtained from:
 f m

SFC

f



,W , T , N ,

m



f

f

30 . P1 . r C .v d . N
BP . r C

2

 Nx 
 Nx 

  0 . 000 

2800


 2800 

(43.1e)
For 70 rpm >N≤1000 rpm:
bsfc  x

  1  10

6

199

 Nx 


 1000 

4

3

 Nx 
 Nx 
 0 . 000 
  0 . 005 

 1000 
 1000 



(43.1a)



P
 A
 1  air
. R .T 1

100
F





1 k

30 . P 3 .T 2 . r C



T 3 . BP . r C



 Adjustment

 factor



.v



d

.N



(43.1b)



P
 A
 1  air
. R .T 1

100 
F


(43.1c)



P

. air

F 
100 

The Khovakh [95] modified correlation in terms of maximum
pressure, P3, is:
BSFC



3600 . V . P 3 .T 2

 
k

T 3 . rC

 bsfc  x

(43.1g)

BSFC

P

3600 . V . 1

R .T 1 

BMEP . A

 Nx 
 0 . 06 
  0 . 946
 1000 

Where, the subscript, x, indicates the (bsfc)x at the required
speed, Nx, of interest; in the program; this is noted as
BSFCTest. A Control Adjustment factor can be defined by the
initial calculated results from whichever of any of equations,
(43.1a), (43.1b), (43.1c) or (43.1d), applied as in:

Control

Modifications of related correlations provided by Khovakh [95]
resulted in the following:

BSFC

2

(43.1f)

Or, in terms of maximum pressure, P3:

BSFC

 Nx 
 0 . 003 
  0 . 917
 2800 

(43e)

t



6

(43d)

(2.) A simple per cycle normalisation of the mass of fuel,
resulting in the following derived correlations:
BSFC

3

 3  10

235

And the mass of fuel injected per unit time, m f , is a function
of the fuel consumption per cycle, m f , and the injection
duration, t, as in (43e):
m
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P
 A
. R .T 1 . BMEP . air
.
100 
F




Equation (43.1g) allows for the calculated fuel consumption
value to be adjusted by a suitable or set of control variable(s)
to meet regulatory requirements in emission and fuel
economy. Such control variables are: initial/final pressure,
intake temperature, torque, and percent air. Other control
conditions can apply for variable compression ratio engines.
3.3.2 Friction Losses:
Note that a fraction of the Mean pressure is spent on friction
and on driving auxiliary mechanisms, and is found to be a
function of a linear relation in terms of piston velocity, PS [95],
[66]. Assuming open combustion chamber, the following
equations for IMEP are applied:
For Unsupercharged Engines:
 BMEP

IMEP

(43.1d)

 0.105

 0.12.

.0 . 105

 0 . 12  PS

 PS  (43.2)

For Supercharged Engines:

Where, Pair, is the percentage of air used in combustion. Note
that corresponding correlations for ISFC require replacements
with IP and IMEP where required. Of the two SFC rate
determination methods, whilst method (1.) can by data fusion
be made to predict near the required fuel consumption
requirement, it is error prone, particularly at higher engine
speeds. Method (2.) on the other hand has the advantage of
having definable controllable variables.

IMEP

 BMEP



 0 . 1 . P2 10

5


(43.3)

Note that in (43.2) and (43.3) the metric units of IMEP, BMEP
and the mean pressure friction loss terms are in  MPa  , and
the piston speed, PS, is in seconds (s).

4 COMBUSTION ANALYSIS MODELS
The energy content of fuel is the source energy for the
operation of an engine by a thermo-chemical combustion
process. The required Combustion chemistry of converting the
15
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chemical fuel energy to useful mechanical drive energy
requires an oxidant; the basic Combustion Equation is:
Fuel  Air  Combustion

 Pr oducts

(44)

Thus:
Reactants = (Fuel + oxidant) → Products = (combustion
products +Heat)
In D.F engine, the alternative ―primary‖ fuel- plus - air go into
the cylinder; the mixture is compressed to a temperature
above the self-ignition temperature of the Diesel fuel [67].
Then, the pilot Diesel fuel is injected to ignite the compressed
mixture and this causes combustion. This type of combustion
involving two fuel types is referred to as co-combustion or Cofiring [97], with the advantages of one of the fuels having a
higher heating value increasing the overall heat content of the
blend, thereby improving combustion, and equipment
performance, and eventual reductions of pollutant emissions
[97]. The DFA tool analyzes the combustion equation based on
the percentage of air going into the cylinder. It can be
observed in the Combustion Analysis GUI shown in Fig. (6),
that, the percentage of air is an input decision. In line with
standard combustion analysis methods, in the DFA program, if
the percentage of air is less than 100, then there is air
deficiency which leads to incomplete combustion i.e. there will
be carbon monoxide (CO) in the combustion product – a major
pollutant; if the percentage of air equals 100, then there is a
balance which implies stoichiometric mixture and this leads to
complete combustion and the products of combustion will be
carbon dioxide (CO2) – a greenhouse gas, and water vapour
(H2O). And, if the percentage of air is greater than 100, then
there is an excess air implying that oxygen is present in the
combustion product. So, with standard practice, the DFA
method of combustion is expressed mathematically in (45),
(46) and (47):
1.
Incomplete combustion (% Air<100 → Deficiency):
Fuel  Pair  aAir



bCO

2

 cCO  dH 2 O  e  3 . 76 N 2 

(45)

In the DFA program database, five alternative ―Primary‖ fuels,
inclusive of the CH and CHO fuel types are incorporated [15].
The CH types are:
(i.)
Natural gas in form of: Methane (CH4);
(ii.)
Natural gas in form of: (CH4 + C2H6) – this is viewed,
and taken as consisting principally of Methane, (CH4)
with the other constituents available as ethane
(C2H6+);
The CHO types are:
(iii.)
Ethanol (C2H5OH),
(iv.)
Methanol (CH3OH)
It is observed that for future program modifications a reduced
database and eventual program storage reduction will be
achieved with the CHON fuel types as defined by (14d). The
other gas, widely reported as a future potential because of its
wide availability is:
(v.)
Hydrogen (H2).
The pilot Diesel fuel is the fuel that initiates combustion. Two
pilot Diesel fuels were incorporated in the D.F engine analyzer
tool, and these fuels are:
a.)
Light Diesel (C12.3H22.2)
Heavy Diesel (C14.6H24.8).

b.)

The air used for the combustion analysis consists of oxygen
(O2) and nitrogen (N2) in form of:
Air  O 2 

Fuel  P air  aAir



bCO

2

 dH

2

O  e  3 . 76 N

2

Where,
P air 

Fuel  Pair  aAir



bCO

2

 dH 2 O  e  3 . 76 N

2



A

a = moles of air;
b, c, d, e = number of moles of the different species in the
combustion products.
Note: For Dual Fuel Engines, in relations (45), (46) and (47):
  % Pr imary

(48)

2

 

bCO

2

 dH

2

O  e  3 . 76 N

2





ma
m



 F

A



1



f

34 . 56  4  y 
12 . 011  1 . 008 y

(50)

m

f

 m

fi

wa

 m

;
fj

 N

fi

M

w  fi

 N

fj

M

w  fj

e  fuel ; j  pilot  fuel

Na = no. of moles of air;
Nf = no. of moles of fuel; Mw = molecular mass.

100

Fuel

2

Where,

i  alternativ

% Air

 O 2  3 . 76 N

Air-Fuel ratio for CH gases of the form CαHβ, where, y=β/α, is
as given by [9]:

ma  N aM


f  LO(47)
2

2

(49)

F

Combustion equation (% Air>100 → Excess):

3.

N

21

Fuel  P air a  O 2  3 . 76 N


(46)

79

Equation (46) which is the Stoichiometric, theoretical, or
chemically correct state can then be rewritten as applied in the
program as in (49):

Complete Combustion (% Air =100 → Stoichiometric):

2.
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 Fuel

   % Pilot

 Fuel



The A/F, of (14c), is for the more general application to CHON
fuel types. As a measure of amount of energy released from
the fuel, the mixture strength defined as the Equivalent Ratio,
ER, is:

(47a)

ER 

 A / F  actual  A / F  stoichiome

tric

(51)
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Mixture strength, λ, is:

Then,

  1 ER

(52)

When, λ = ER = 1 ≡ maximum energy is released from the fuel
[69].
Amount of Combustion Products:

A cpi 

M
m

cpi

(53)

f

Where, Mcpi = molar mass of individual combustion product.
Mass Fraction of Combustion Products:
MF

cpi

A cpi



 in

(54)

A cp
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Where, T and P are the temperature and pressure of the
working fluid with the piston at the top-dead-centre (TDC) [9].
R is the Universal gas constant. Equation (56a), the Stringer et
al. ignition delay model as reported by [9] is a steady-flow
model and applies for Diesel fuels with Cetane Numbers 4550. The choice of the Stringer et al. model over the
Hardenberg and Hase [28] ignition delay model is for
simplicity, because of the unreliability of obtaining accurate
Distillation Curves for the selected Light and Heavy Diesel
Fuels. However, the decision appears justified, within limits of
inaccuracies acceptable for practical purposes, with analysis
checks by a simple Cetane Rating method, applying the ASTM
Distillation Curves for Diesel, and Heavy gas oil, and, the TwoVariable method of Cetane Rating (Cetane Index-CI), as
defined by (56b) using API gravity, (56c), and Mid-point (T50)
Boiling-point – see [98], [99], [100], [101], [13]:
CI   420 . 34  0 . 016  API
65 . 01  Log

1 . 8 T 50
10

Volume of Combustion Products:

 32



2

API 



2

 0 . 192  API

 0 . 0001809

141 . 5

 Log

1 . 8 T 50

 131 . 5

10

1 . 8 T 50

 32



 32

 

(56b)

2

(56c)

SG

V cpi 

N
 in

cpi

N

(55)

cp

Where, Ncpi = no. of moles of individual combustion product.

Fig. 6. D.F engine analyzer tool GUI for Combustion Analysis
Model

4.1 Combustion Modeling – Ignition Quality and Delay
The method adopted agrees with the observations and
suggestions of Killingsworth et al. [37] on extremum seeking –
the search for an optimised combustion efficiency that
maximises the work extracted (the objective function) from the
combustion gases, and minimises the heat transfer losses,
and hence, maximises power developed. In this instance the
―criterion of merit‖ will relate to optimising the finite-times of
injection, and ignition quality and delay equations, (43c), (56a)
respectively.
 id  0 . 0405

SG = specific gravity of the fuel

p

 0 . 757



5473  

 RT  

 Exp 


(56a)

From ASTM Distillation Curve provided by [13]: For T50 =
281.25 degC, and average SG for light Diesel of 0.86, the
calculated CI=46.84≈47; and, T50=331.25 degC, for Heavy gas
oil at average SG for Heavy Diesel=0.885, calculated CI =
45.38≈45. It can be seen that the Cetane Numbers fall within
the range of application of the Stringer et al. ignition delay
model. Equally, the applicable temperature and pressure
range as stated by [9] for the Stringer et al. ignition delay
model are more extensive: (770-980 K), and (30-60 atm.)
respectively. And, if state point 4 @T4 is viewed as the
boundary between the power-and-expansion stroke, and
considering the Diesel literature description of the Diesel
combustion process whereby, that the fuel burning may persist
at a very slow rate through the remainder of the expansion
stroke [9], the selection of the steady- flow Stringer et al.
model to estimate the ignition quality is acceptable, since, by
test, DFA results of using the finite time remodeled, at
standard pressure, P1=100000 Pa, i.e. in the absence of inlet
supercharge, T4, (37i), on either side of the @T4 boundary,
indicates a diathermal temperature difference (ΔT43=ΔT45), but
at different pressures (P3 =P4 ≠ P5) [86].

4.2 Exhaust Emissions Modeling
4.2.1. Simple Emission Model
To predict NOx emissions, a simple linear model equation for
estimating the NOx in (g/kWh) as a function of Power (kW)
developed, based on a curve fit of data provided by Rajput
[13] for unsupercharged Diesel engines is derived. This simple
approach adopted is conservative, and results compare with
the IMO Tier II and III, World Bank, USA EPA, and United
Nations guideline on emissions (see Heseding et al. [102])
within Power output/cylinder values up to about 1000 kW. The
simple NOx model is given by (56d):
NOx

 0 . 0076

 BP 

(56d)
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Equation (56d) more closely equates to Specific emissions, a
normalising indicator for exhaust emissions [9], defined as:
.

SE 

mE
P



 N  M 
 SFC 
 N  M 
cpi

f

cpi

(56e)

f
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on the FTT approach, the following guidelines are posited and
applied for the systematic development of coupled reduction
chemistry models:
i.
The Prompt, Thermal (Zeldovich) and NOx Reduction
Chemistry are Coupled.
ii.
It is assumed, there is abundant stable molecular
species O2, N2.
iii.
The importance of the following competing high
temperature chain-branching reactions to the production
of, O-atom; OH free radicals; and that O-atom attains a
super-equilibrium state (see – Glassman [112]; Law
[113]:
(58)
H  O 2  OH  O

4.2.2. Detailed Emissions Modeling by Finite Time
Thermodynamics (FTT) Method
As suggested by Andresen, Salamon, and Berry [87], quote:
the method of FTT ―aims to isolate how the dominant temporal
characteristics of each broad class of processes sets limits on
the performance….to find the temporal path that maximises
the performance...‖ To achieve that Andresen, et al. [87] note
(59a)
H  O 2  M  HO 2  M
the importance of constructing generic models that closely
depicts the real process. The real combustion process as And the follow up reaction:
described by Semenov [103] in his 1956 Nobel lecture, is
(59b)
HO 2  O  OH  O 2 .
made up of a set of chemical chain reactions between the
species in motion in the combustible mixture under non- iv.
The availability of fragments of CH radical throughout
isothermal condition, and governed by laws of chemical
the combustion process.
kinetics. Miller [104] more recently, called for more research v.
The importance of (60) to the formation of CO2:
effort in what he termed as, ―Theory-Informed Chemical
(60)
CO  OH  CO 2  H
Kinetics Modelling of the Combustion process‖. In that guise, vi.
The no. of Elements, Ne, no. of Reactions Steps, Re
in relation to the combustion emissions modeling problem in
and no. of Species, S, are related by (61) [113]:
consideration, it is known that typical detailed pollutants‘
(61)
Ne  Re  S .
emission chemistry models can consists of hundreds of
elementary bimolecular chemical reactions, the solution for the vii.
Assumptions and application of Partial Equilibrium and
species rates of formation/destruction, concentrations, and
Quasi or Pseudo Steady-State hypothesis to certain
characteristic times by the theories and laws of chemical
reactions and species respectively [114], [115], [116],
kinetics, can be sometimes tedious requiring complex
[113], [112].
numerical methods, involving matrix solutions. The need then, viii.
Which linearly independent and/or energy neutral
for, reduced combustion reactions mechanisms. The Diesel
reactions - see (Warnatz [117], Seitzman [115] and Law
Combustion Chemistry literature reports that the NOx
[113])?
formation is related to CH and O-atom radicals [105]. And, the ix.
The Combustion solutions in (45), (46) and (47) apply;
formation of CH, which depends on CH2 produced via different
the applicable domains of interest are defined, and only
pathways, is from the dominant Diesel source C2H2 [105]. By
the most important species and reactions which may
applying the method of FTT as suggested by [87], various
contribute to the combustion phenomena predictive
pathways can be derived for the different combustion classes
objective are identified, and included or lumped in
of interest – stoichiometric, rich, lean, soot. In the formation of
representative and comprehensive mechanism models
(see - Pepiot and Pitsch [118], and Law [113]); with
the NOx pollutant, it is believed that the initiating reaction is
temperature increasing from the Prompt NOx – tothe reaction of the CH radical with molecular Nitrogen, N2.
Thermal NOx, and decreasing during the NOx
NOx is viewed in two forms – Prompt NOx (at low
reduction- expansion phase (i.e. Cooling or freeze
temperature, flame front rapid NO production believed to be ≈
state); ensure that, stepwise, rate constants are valid
1000 K) [106]; and Thermal or Zeldovich NOx (higher
within temperature limits guide.
temperatures, ≥1600 K, slower NO production) [ 107], [108].
Note that the literature can report different values for the start
of Thermal NOx - see [106]. It has been suggested that the 4.2.3 Stoichiometric – Channels
Following on, plausible reduced Combustion Reactions
starting reaction for Prompt NOx formation is via one of the
Mechanism Channels are suggested for the classes of
elementary bimolecular reactions:
interests. In Table 1, the Stoichiometric Channel 1.1 applied in
the program reported is listed with rate constants and
(R1: the new – Lin, Moskaleva and Wensheng, (2000) [109])
reference sources for the applied rate constants. Table 2 lists
CH  N 2  NCN  H
(57a) other probable stoichiometric Channels 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4.
(R2: the old - Fenimore equation, 1976, [108])
CH  N

2

 HCN

 N

(57b)

In this submission, reaction R1 of Lin, Moskaleva, and
Wensheng [109] is applied as the starting reaction for the
formation of NO, (see also Bowman [110], Zhu [111]). Based

4.2.4 Initiation of Thermal NOx (Zeldovich) and Transition
State Theory
An attempt is made here, at explaining the Choice of reaction
(5.), NCO+NO→CO + O + N2, in Channel 1.1 by the
Transition State Theory, i.e., in the activated or excited state,
the bonding energies of , CO bond in the form of: C=O @ 258
kcal/mole bond, compared, to the triple bond of N≡N @ 226
18
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kcal/mole bond, the radical O-atom, upon energised collisions,
and high amplitude oscillations, will, thus, have an affinity for
the weaker, in this case N2, and at a certain vibration mode,
the weaker bond breaks, thus, initiating the starting reaction,
O+ N2 ↔ NO + N, of the Thermal NOx or Zeldovich
mechanism [113], [114]. The choice can also be likened to
what Yang et al. [119] refers to as the Wolfrum Postulate,
where, the product of reaction NCO + NO, is of the form, N2O
+ CO, i.e., NCO + NO→CO + N2O, and, since, the N2O, in the
presence of a third body produces the reaction: N2O + M→N2
+ O + M. So, the, CO, in reaction (5.) of Channel 1.1 can be
viewed as the third body in line with Wolfrum postulate.

Equation (67) was derived based on the equilibrium data of the
Natarajan [120] model. Other comparable derived OH radical
correlations were based on data and/or methods of EPA [121],
and Pitsch [122] which compares to Peter [123].
4.2.6 Fuel Rich – Channels
Tables 3 and 4 list the Fuel Rich reactions class. Channel 2.1
is the choice for Application in the Rich subroutine Reported.
4.2.7 Reaction Kinetics Correlations for the Rich Model
General temperature dependent combustion pollutants
species formation and control rate expressions, rspecies, in (mol
/m3.s) derived by chemical kinetics analysis for the Rich
Coupled Chemistry models of Channel 2.1 applied in the
program are:

4.2.5 Reaction Kinetics Correlations for the Stoichiometric
Model
For the Stoichiometric Coupled Chemistry model of Channel
1.1 applied in the program, the applicable general temperature
dependent rate expressions derived by chemical kinetics
analysis for the rates of formation, and/or destruction, rspecies, of
the undesired and desired pollutants/combustion products in
consideration, through the application of Partial Equilibrium
(PEA) and Quasi-Steady-State Analysis (QSSA) hypotheses
are the multi-Arrhenius expressions in (mol /m3.s),, as follows:

Carbon Dioxide, CO2: r CO
r CO

2



 k 1C

N



r NO  2 k 6 C O C

(62a)



r NO  3 . 62  10

2





 k 12 C OH  0 . 1628 T

2O



exp   3919

1 . 34935

(68a)
1

1

T  C CO C O 2 C H 2 O

(68b)

2



exp   7637 T  C O C H

2 . 5187



 6 . 03  10 exp   11150



T  C N  6 . 3  10 T

6

2

5

0 .5

 

8

N

 k 9 C O C CH  k 11 C

2



exp   38400

T  COC N



 6 . 3T
2

0 .5

exp   4000 T  C O C CH



 1 . 08357 T

1 . 82059

exp   15607

T

C

NO

exp   4000

(70a)

H



T  C O C CH



2
2
 C NO C CO C O C H 2 O 



C CO
2




1

(62b)

1

 

Water, H2O:
rH

2O

(70b)



 16 . 2029  10 T
6



exp   31854

0 . 1657

1

1

T  C O 2 C H 2O C O
2

(63)

Hydrocarbon Radical, CH or (HC):

2



rCH   6 . 03  10 exp   11150

Nitric Oxide, NOx:
r NO  2 k 6 C O C N  k 8 C NO  k 10 C O C CH
2



r NO  3 . 62  10 exp   38400

T  COC N

8

0 . 31552

T

0 . 6185

exp 18028



(64a)

6

exp   11150

T



C N

5

0 .5



 6 . 3  10 T
2



exp   4000 / T  C O C CH

5

0 .5

exp   4000

T

C O C CH

 r

(65)
Estimation of the hydrocarbon radical, CH
concentration in (mol/m3) is by the derived relation:

C CH 

3 . 241
6 . 03  10

6

 10 T
7

exp   11150



1

 6 . 3  10 T

0 .5

exp   31854

0 . 1657



T CN

2



or

2

2



exp   4000 T  C O

Note that selected derived OH radical concentration
correlation, COH, in (mol/m3), applied in deriving the
Stoichiometric relations is:



 0 . 14144

5

0 .5

 

exp   4000 T  C O C CH

exp   4528



1

1

5

Observe that,
C CH  r H
CO



  r

C CH

H

2

O

0 .5

O

2

H 2O



, r CH

(72b)

 rCH

2O

Derived OH radical concentration correlation, COH, in mol/m3,
applied in the Rich relations is based on [122]/ [123]:

2



C OH  2 . 205 T

0 . 04935

exp   4304

C O 2 C H 2O
1

T

1

(73)

2

4.2.8 Fuel Lean – Channels
Fuel-Lean Channel 3.1 in Table 5 was choice for Application in
program. Channels 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, are other lean probable.

1

T  C O 2C H 2O C O
5

(HC)

(66)

C OH  10 . 3611 T



6

N

Hydrocarbon Radical, CH or (HC):


2

O

CH

(64b)

rCH   6 . 03  10



T  C N  6 . 3  10 T

2 . 5187


2

T  C NO  6 . 3  10 T
2

6

(71)
The estimation of the hydrocarbon radical, CH or (HC) is by
the derived relation:
0 . 1628 T
exp   7637 T  C C
(72a)
C

6 . 03  10 exp   11150 T C  6 . 3  10 T exp   4000 T C

2



2O

(69)

Or
rCO

 k 8 C CO C OH

2

Nitric Oxide, NOx:

 k 10 C O C CH

2



 33 . 075 T
2

Water, H2O: r H

Carbon Dioxide, CO2:
r CO
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T  C O 2 C H 2O

4.2.9 Reaction Kinetics Correlations for the Lean Model
For the Lean Coupled Chemistry model of Channel 3.1 applied
in the program, the applicable general temperature dependent
formation and control rate expressions, rspecies, in (mol /m3.s)
derived by chemical kinetics analysis are as follows:
Carbon Dioxide, CO2:

(67)

2

r CO

2

 k 11 C

NO

C CO  k 1 C CH C

N

2

 k 8 C CH C O

(74a)
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rCO


2

6 . 03  10

6



exp   11150



T  C N  6 . 3  10 T
2

5

0 .5

C C
O

(74b)

The estimation of the hydrocarbon radical, CH or (HC) is by
the derived relation:
0 . 3255 T
exp   7637 T  C C
(78a)
2k C
C


k C
 k C
6 . 03  10 exp   11150 T C  6 . 3  10 T C

CH

Water
, H2O:
rH

2O



 k 12 C OH  0 . 1628 T



exp   7637 T  C O C H

2 . 5187



2





r NO  3 . 62  10


6 . 03

 10

6

8

exp

2

exp



38400

  11150

T

T

C O C N

C N

2

2O

(75)



5

C

0 .5



6

exp   11150





T  C N  6 . 3  10 T
2

5

0 .5

C C
O

N

2

8

5

O

N

Again, C CH   r

H 2O

, r CH



rH

 r CH

2O

0 .5

O

2

(78b)

Derived OH radical concentration correlation, COH, in mol/m3,
applied in deriving the Lean relations is expressed by (73),

(76a)

i.e.: C OH  2 . 205 T

(76b)

0 . 04935

exp   4304



1

1

T  C O 2 C H 2O
2

CH

Equation (76a) shows controlled CO2 formation, rCO2, in well
staged combustion, can boost reduction/destruction of, NOx.
Hydrocarbon Radical, CH or (HC):
rCH   6 . 03  10

H 2O

6

1

2

2

 6 . 3  10 T
2

O

OH

CH

Nitric Oxide, NOx:
r NO  2 k 6 C O C N  k 1 C N C CH  k 8 C CH C O  2 k 6 C O C N  rCO

2 . 5187

2

12

2
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CH

 r

CO

(77)

2

4.2.10 Soot – Channels
Diesel Fuels under fuel-rich, incomplete combustion conditions
can produce soot, modelled as Carbon. Table 7 lists
suggested soot mechanisms. For HCN, CO yield is properly
simulated from the isomerisation reaction HCN=HNC, and
follow-up HNC+O reaction [130]. See Particulate Modelling.

Table 1: Stoichiometric - Channel 1.1 (Applied in Program Reported)
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Prompt
NOx

6
7
Thermal
8
NOx
9
10
11
NOx
12
Reduction
13
Proportional Sum

Rate Constant, kf , (m3.mol-1.s-1)
6.03 x 106 exp(-11150/T)
2 x 109 exp(+500/T)
1.63 x 106 exp(+224/T)
3.8 x 103 T0.51 exp(-12377/T)
1.39 x 1018 T-1.73 exp(+380/T)

Reactions
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
NCO + NO→CO+ O+ N2

O + N2 → NO + N
1.81 x 108 exp(-38400/T)
O2 + N →O + NO
5.84 x 103 T1.01 exp(-3120/T)
2NO →NO2 + ½N2
3.1552 x 10-1 T0.6185 exp(+18028/T)
NO2 + CO→NO + CO2
2 x 106 exp(-15000/T)
CH + O→OH + C
6.3 x 105 T0.5 exp(-4000/T)
NO + C→½N2 + CO
6.3 x 105 T0.5 exp(-4000/T)
CO + OH→CO2 + H
1.5 x 101 T1.3 exp(+385/T)
H + OH + M↔H2O + M
2.2 x 1016 T-2
{CH}2 + 5/2O2 + N2 → 2 CO2 + H2O + N2

Source
Bowman [110]
Westley [124]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
Bowman [110]
Hughes et al. [126]; Baulch, 1999
[127]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
Calculated
Westley [124]
Westley [124]
Westley [124]
Westley [124]
Westley [124]

Table 2: Other Probable Stoichiometric – Channels
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Channel 1.2
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
NCO + NO→CO+ O+ N2
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →O + NO
2NO ↔NO2 + ½N2
NO2 + CO→NO + CO2
CH + O→OH + C
NO + C→½N2 + CO
OH + OH↔H2O + O
CO + O + M→CO2 + M

Channel 1.3
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2 ↔OH + O
NCN + O→CN + NO
CN + OH →HCN+ O
HCN + M →HNC + M
HNC + O→NH + CO
NH + O→N + OH
N + NO→O + N2
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →NO + O
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
2NO ↔NO2 + ½N2
CH + O↔OH + C
NO2 + CO→NO + CO2
NO + H2→ H2O + ½N2

Channel 1.4
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
NCO + NO→CO+ O+ N2
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →O + NO
2NO →NO2 + ½N2
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
CH + O→OH + C
NO2 + CO→NO + CO2
NO + H2→ H2O + ½N2
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Table 3: Fuel Rich - Channel 2.1 (Applied in Program Reported)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
Proportional Sum

Reactions
Rate Constant, kf , (m3.mol-1.s-1)
CH + N2→NCN + H
6.03 x 106 exp(-11150/T)
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
2 x 109 exp(+500/T)
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
1.63 x 106 exp(+224/T)
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
3.8 x 103 T0.51 exp(-12377/T)
NCO + NO→CO+ O+ N2
1.39 x 1018 T-1.73 exp(+380/T)
O + N2 → NO + N
1.81 x 108 exp(-38400/T)
O2 + N →O + NO
5.84 x 103 T1.01 exp(-3120/T)
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
1.5 x 101 T1.3 exp(+385/T)
CH + O→OH + C
6.3 x 105 T0.5 exp(-4000/T)
NO + C→½N2 + CO
6.3 x 105 T0.5 exp(-4000/T)
NO + H↔½N2 + OH
2.5 x 106 T0.5 exp(-24460/T)
OH + OH ↔H2O + ½O2
33.49 x 10-3 T2.42 exp(+970/T)
{CH}2 + 2O2 + N2 → CO2 +CO + H2O + N2

Source
Bowman [110]
Westley [124]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
Bowman [110]
Hughes et al. [126]; Baulch, 1999 [127]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
Westley [124]
Westley [124]
Westley [124]
Westley [119]
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]

Table 4: Other Probable Fuel-Rich Channels
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Channel 2.2
CH+N2→NCN+H
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
NCO+NO→CO+ O+ N2
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →O + NO
2NO ↔NO2 + ½N2
NO2 + ½N2→NO + NO
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
CH + O↔OH + C
NO + C→½N2 + CO
H + OH→H2 + O
NO + H2→ H2O + ½N2

Channel 2.3
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
NCN+O2→NCO+ NO
NCO+NO→CO+ O+ N2
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →O + NO
CH + O→OH + C
CO + OH→CO2 + H
NO + C→½N2 + CO
OH + H↔H2 + O
NO + H2→ H2O + ½N2

Channel 2.4
CH+N2→NCN + H
H+O2+M↔HO2+ M
HO2 +O ↔OH + O2
NCN+O2→NCO+ NO
NCO+NO→CO+O+ N2
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →O + NO
2NO →NO2 + ½N2
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
CH + O↔OH + C
NO2 + O→O2 + NO
NO +H2→ H2O + ½N2

Channel 2.5
CH+N2→NCN + H
H + O2↔O + OH
NCN + O→CN + NO
CN + OH→NCO + H
NCO + H→NH + CO
NH + NO→NNH + O
NNH + O→N2 + OH
O + N2 → NO + N
NO + CO→½N2 + CO2
CH + O→ CO + H
H + OH +M↔H2O + M

Channel 2.6
CH+N2→NCN + H
H + O2↔OH + O
NCN + O→CN + NO
CN + OH→HCN + O
HCN + M→HNC + M
HNC + O→NH + CO
NH + O→NO + H
H + NO→OH + N
N + NO→O + N2
O + N2→NO + N
N + OH→NO + H
2NO ↔NO2 + ½N2
NO2+ CO→NO + CO2
CH + O↔H +CO
NO+H2→H2O + ½N2

Table 5: Fuel-Lean - Channel 3.1 (Applied in Program Reported)
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Reactions
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2↔OH + O
NCN + OH→HCN + NO
HCN + NO→HCO + N2
HCO + M→H + CO+ M
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →NO +O
CH + O→ CO + H
NO + NO + O2→NO2 + NO2
2NO2 + 2H→2NO + 2OH

11

2NO + 2CO↔N2 + 2CO2

12
Proportional Sum

Rate Constant, kf , (m3.mol-1.s-1)
Source
6.03 x 106 exp(-11150/T)
Bowman [110]
2.07 x 108 T-0.097 exp(-7560/T)
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
4.71 x 104 T0.44 exp(-2013/T)
Bowman [110]
3 x 1012 exp(+30194/T)
Annamalai & Puri [128]
2.5 x 108 exp(-8455/T)
Kundu [129]
1.81 x 108 exp(-38400/T)
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
5.84 x 103 T1.01 exp(-3120/T)
Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
6.3 x 105 T0.5
Westley [124]
1.2 x 103 exp(+530/T)
Westley [124]
3.5 x 108 exp(-740/T)
Westley [124]
No recommendations, but, can be factored out or may be obtained by
method of initial rates. See also side reactions.
-3

OH + OH↔½O2 + H2O
33.49 x 10 T2.42 exp(+970/T)
{CH}2 + 5/2O2 +( ½O2) + N2 → 2 CO2 + H2O + N2 +( ½O2)

Baulch et al. (2005) [125]
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Table 6: Additional Probable Fuel-Lean Channels
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Channel 3.2
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2↔OH + O
NCN + OH→HCN + NO
HCN + NO→HCO + N2
HCO + M→H + CO+ M
O + N2 → NO + N
N + NO→O + N2
O2 + N →NO + O
CH + O→CO + H
NO + NO + O2→NO2 + NO2
2NO + 2CO→2NO + 2CO2
2NO + H2→ N2O + H2O

Channel 3.3
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2↔OH + O
NCN + OH→HCN + NO
HCN + NO→HCO + N2
HCO + M→H + CO+ M
O + N2 → NO + N
N + NO→NO + N
O2 + N →NO + O
CH + O→CO + H
H + H + M↔H2 + M
NO + NO + O2→NO2 + NO2
2NO + 2CO→2NO + 2CO2
2NO + H2→ N2O + H2O

Channel 3.4
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
NCO + OH→HNCO+ O
HNCO+ O→ NH + CO2
NH + NO →N2 + OH
O + N2 → NO + N
O2 + N →NO + O
CH + O→CO + H
CO + OH→CO2 + H
2NO ↔NO2 + ½N2
NO2 +H→NO + OH
OH + H↔O + H2
NO + H2→ ½N2 + H2O

Table 7: Probable Soot Channels
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
Proportional Sum

Channel 4.1
Channel 4.2
CH + N2→NCN + H
CH + N2→NCN + H
H + O2→OH + O
H + O2 + M↔HO2 + M
NCN + O→CN + NO
HO2 + O ↔OH + O2
CN + OH→HCN + O
NCN + O2→NCO + NO
HCN →HNC
NCO+NO→CO+ O+ N2
HNC + O→NH + CO
O + N2 → NO + N
NH + NO →NNH + O
O2 + N →NO +O
NNH + O→N2 + OH
2NO →NO2 + ½N2
O + N2 → NO + ½N2
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
½N2 + NO →O + N2
CH + O↔OH + C
CH + O→OH + C
OH + H→O + H2
CO + OH→CO2 + H
NO2 + O→NO + O2
H + OH + M→H2O + M
NO + H2→ ½N2 + H2O
{CH}2 + 3/2O2 + N2 → CO2 + C + H2O + N2

4.3 Notes on Reaction Choices, and Catalysed
Accelerations
The Choice of the DeSoete Kinetic Reaction (4.) in the lean
mechanism Channel 3.1, which is favoured under fuel rich
condition as stated by Flagan [131], and Annamalai and Puri
[128] is to be noted, and explained by the Westbrook [132]
assertion that Diesel ignition is sustained under fuel rich
condition, and since Prompt NOx is believed to start at about
1000 K [106], as in the Reaction (3.) of Channel 3.1, and the
important chain branching, radical generating reaction choice
of H + O2→OH + O, begins at about 1200 K [132], the
generated radicals, will result to fuel usage through the
combustion explosive reactions with fuel primary nitrogen
compounds, and hydrocarbon radicals, thus, increasing
temperatures [132], which approaches the start of the Thermal
NOx reaction, O + N2→ NO + N, believed to be about 1600 K
[107]. Species Formation Rate expressions were also derived
by chemical kinetics analysis for each of the suggested
probable reaction mechanism models of the other Channels
listed in each of the combustion classes, with some
comparable to the selected Channels ‗ rate results reported as
applied in the program, others slightly more complex. An

interesting observation in a version of the program was the
extremely low concentration of, H2, species in the Channels
involving NO reduction by H2. In all the coupled chemistry
mechanism Channels reported, observe that, the likely
reactions occurring in the distinct regions (Prompt, Thermal,
and NOx reduction), of interest can be clearly identified. The
NOx reduction reactions leading to formation of the stable
species, N2, H2O, and CO2, can be easily identified by the
Diesel Oxygen Catalysable (DOC) and Non-Catalysable
reactions, such as: NO+CO, NO+C, CH+O, NO2+CO, NO+H2,
NNH+O – see [133], [134], [113], and [9]; and, which may also
involve other secondary or side reactions.

4.4
Side Reactions
In all combustion classes of interest, there might be a
requirement to remodel certain important lumped elementary
reactions, such as the catalysable reactions, which on the
whole for evaluation, are best viewed as sum of several other
elementary reactions undergoing selective perturbations from
equilibria [103]. Where relevant, such reactions as stated
below may be useful:
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For the 3000 – 6000 K range:
Table 8a: Possible Side Reactions Mechanism Models I



C O  191380 T
Side Reaction (i)
O + H2↔OH + H
NO + H↔N + OH
OH + OH ↔H2O + O

Side Reaction (ii)
NO + H↔N + OH
OH +H ↔H2O
NO + H2→ H2O +
½N2

NO + H2→ H2O +
½N2

Side Reaction (iii)
O + H2↔OH + H
NO + NO + H↔N2O+ OH
OH + OH ↔H2O + O
NO + NO + H2→N2O+
H2O
OR
2NO + H2→N2O+ H2O

 0 . 4277

exp   30667

C O 2
1

T

(79b)

2

4.7 Equilibrium Nitric Oxide (NO) Concentration
Prediction
Two solution methods: (a.) considering equilibrium of the
initiating Zeldovich reaction, (TZ-1); (b.) the overall summary
of the original Zeldovich reactions are taken together as
follows, (TZ-1+TZ-2=TZT-3) in arriving at correlations for
equilibrium NO concentration, CNO, in mol/m3, prediction:
Table 9: Equilibrium NO Concentration Estimation Model

Table 8b: Possible Side Reactions Mechanism Models II
Side Reaction (iv)
Side Reaction (v)
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
NO2 + H↔NO + OH
NO + H↔½N2 + OH
CO + OH↔CO2 + H
NO + CO→½N2 + CO2 NO2 + CO→NO + CO2

4.5 Equilibrium Constant
The EPA [121], Pitsch [122]/Peter [122], Natarajan [120], and
the Flagan [131], pressure related equilibrium constant, KP,
determination methods where considered and applied to
selected equilibrium reactions, and the derived, KP, values
evaluated at 1500 K in comparison to calculations using the
believed to be the more precise USA Joint Army, Navy, and Air
Force (JANAF) tables [135], and the closest prediction was
applied in the derived pollutants‘ rates and concentrations‘
correlations. Because of the somewhat more lengthy nature of
Flagan [131] chemical potential method, leading to the Van’t
Hoff type relations, only the EPA [121], Pitsch [122]/Peter
[123], and Natarajan [120] data were seriously applied. Note
that the Pitsch/Peter data were developed based on
interpolation of JANAF tables within the temperature range of
300 – 2000 K [123].
4.6 O-atom Concentration Prediction
O-atom concentration, CO, is temperature dependent, and
prediction methods are available in the literature from Johnson
[136], and Fluent [137]. It can be reasonably argued that
variations in the literature reported equilibrium O-atom
concentration prediction methods are influenced by the
differences in rate data reported by different combustion Labs,
since the results when evaluated at set high temperatures
show similarities, and are in close agreement. Such concerns
were also made by Michael Frenklach in the 31st Combustion
Institute Symposium, who used the term, ―inconsistencies‖,
and quoting an earlier institute lecture delivery by Fred
Kaufman, who used the term ―chaotic‖ to describe rate data
collection [138]. In this paper we derive an O-atom
concentration prediction method using the dissociationrecombination reaction: O2 ↔ O+ O, and the Natarajan
equilibrium data [120], with a discontinuity at a temperature of
3000 K; thus, giving two correlations for prediction of O-atom
concentration, CO, in [mol/m3], at two high temperature ranges
of, 1000 – 3000 K and 3000 – 6000 K. At the pinned 3000 K,
both correlations should give same, CO, value.

Thermal NO (Zeldovich) Reactions
TZ- 1: O + N2↔NO + N
TZ - 2: O2 + N↔ NO + O
TZ-3: O2 + N2→ NO + NO=2NO
The derived Equilibrium NO concentrations correlations are:



C NO  1 . 538  10



C NO  5 . 222 T

4

 0 . 0148

T

0 . 2177

exp 19254

exp   10906

2

C O 2 C N 2
1

T

C O C N 2 (80a)
1

T

1

2

(80b)

2

Equation (80a) is applied in program.

4.8 Stable Element Concentration
Benson and Whitehouse [139] note that during the expansion
stroke, between state points 4-and-5 in Fig. (1), the species
concentration remains constant, fixed and determined by
conditions @ state point 4. This is in agreement with the
phenomena of the theory of limits of concentration in species
propagation [103]. Thus, Concentration of stable species, O2,
N2, was obtained at the peak temperature, using the
relationship:
C

stable  species



P

(81)

R iT

Where, к, is the moles, or volume fraction of the species
concerned. Ri = (R/Mw). R = Univ. gas constant; Mw=Molecular
wt. Estimation for the mole fraction of Oxygen and Nitrogen
required for combustion of 1 mole of the Diesel (light and
heavy) separately, plus each of the five primary fuels showed
the following results in Table 10a. To avoid unwieldiness in
program, assumed values are: κO2≅0.21 and κN2≅0.71.

For the 1000 – 3000 K range:



C O  33942 . 47 T

 0 . 2325

exp   30160

C O 2
1

T

(79a)

2
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Table 10a: Mole fraction of O2 and N2 for Combustion of 1 kg
fuel
S/N Fuel
1.
C12.3H22.2 + H2
2.
C12.3H22.2 + Nat. Gas
3.
C12.3H22.2 + (C2H5OH)
4.
C12.3H22.2 + CH3OH
5.
C12.3H22.2 + CH4
6.
C14.6H24.8 + H2
7.
C14.6H24.8 + Nat. Gas
8.
C14.6H24.8 + (C2H5OH)
9.
C14.6H24.8 + CH3OH
10. C14.6H24.8 + CH4
Program Assumed Average ≅

O2
0.2182
0.2184
0.2168
0.2166
0.2182
0.2180
0.2182
0.2168
0.2167
0.2181
0.21

Conc

species

  M w species

  M w species  total

 1000 
 
 1000000

species



73 . EmPol

 21

species

  30 m

exhDBD

 1000 . N

BP



BSFC



(82)



 5   21  % O 2 

(83)

4.9.1 Particulate Matter (Soot) Modelling
Particulate Matter (PM) formation, growth and eventual
oxidation as modelled in Channels 1.1 and 2.1 were guided by
the excellent treatment of the subject by Heywood [9]. The
Stone [82] reported Greeves and Wang relation (83a) was
applied:
PM ( g / m )  1 . 024  Smoke ( g / m )  0 . 505  HC ( g / m )
3

3

3

(83a)

Smoke in the above relationship is modelled as elemental
carbon concentration by the kinetics derived relationship in
[mol/m3]; HC = CCH:
C c    C O C CH

C NO



(83b)

Where, µ, is a rate constant ratio, and depends on the choice
of rate constants. In this paper, µ = 1, and PM is given in
[mg/m3]. Molecular weight of CH = 13.876 g/mol [106].
Channels 1.1 PM Results with proper parameter control are
good for the variable specific heat module when compared to
regulations requirements. The rich Channel 2.1 results
compare with that of Whitehouse et al. for direct injection
engines fuel rich core as reported by [9]. PM results by Finite
Time solution are lower, indicating the effect of decreasing
temperature.
4.10 Dew Point of Water
Partial Pressure of Water, PH2O, is:
PP  H

2O

 

H 2O

. P1

2O



5333 . 3



14 . 43509  Log P p  H

2O

P1

(85)



5 NOX CONTROL, ELIMINATION, CONTROLLABLE
PARAMETERS, AND THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE

4.9 Determining Exhaust (Engine-out) Species
Concentration
Species Emission, and pollutant concentration in, [g/kWh] and
[mg/m3], is estimated respectively by the modifications of the
relationships of Heseding et al. [102]:
EmPol

Dew Point of water, Tdew-H2O:

T dew  H

N2
0.7179
0.7185
0.7131
0.7128
0.7179
0.7173
0.7180
0.7132
0.7129
0.7175
0.71
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(84)

Considering the combustion reactions environment and the
coupled chemistry assumption, the NOx pollutant elimination,
is by the relation: rNOx = -rNOx, i.e., the rate of NOx formation, is
made equal to the rate of destruction, and reduction is by
achieving a near minimal or zero, by the Net NOx, control.
Effect of temperature in arriving at a pollution control decision,
was by considering the steady-state distribution of temperature
and concentration across the diathermal boundary; with
concentration fixed by the conditions @ state point (4) as
suggested by [139]; in the translation of temperature from the
maximum combustion temperature through to the expansion
phase, examination of the multi-Arrhenius rate expressions,
and considering that reactants have equilibrium distribution
over states [136], it is reported that the high combustions
temperatures favour decomposition or formation of species
and reactions in the Zeldovich reactions (N2, O2, O, N, NO,
OH, H), and also the formation of such species, such as CO,
CH, H2; and low temperatures (relatively, sufficiently cooled or
freeze states by combustion standards) such as, at the
expansion state favours the formation and re-formation of
stable species (CO2, H2O, N2, O2). In this paper it is thus,
suggested that in evaluating the general or more clearly Net
reaction rate expressions derived for pollutants‘ control, as for
example taking the Lean model equation for NOx formation,
rNOx, the temperature translation can be incorporated by
viewing the lean equation as made up of a temperature
translation boundary:



r NO  3 . 62  10

6 . 03  10

6

8

exp   38400

exp   11150



T C



T COC
N



N


2

 6 . 3  10 T
2

5

0 .5

C

CH

A temperature translation boundary, ║, be identified, and set,
as shown, such that to the left of the boundary will determine,
the initial formation rate which can be evaluated at the high
combustion temperature, and to the right of the boundary, the
reducing effect at the lower expansion temperature. The (+/-)
signs can be helpful in identification. This was the approach
applied in the program reported. The Controllable variables for
pollutants‘ control with regard to fuel economy, are, pressure
(intake and maximum pressure), induction temperature, airfuel ratio, percentage air, compression ratio, specific heat ratio,
engine speed– this is also evident from the BSFC correlations
in (43.1a) - (43.1d). An additional controllable parameter listed
by Lloyd [140] is fuel composition; which is most evident from
the Dual Fuel mode combustion relation, (47a). More than one
Controllable variable can be responsible for achieving
complete pollutant(s) control - reduction and/or elimination.
Thus, acceptable optimal approaches are required. Since the
laboratory measured fuel consumption rate is the actual fuel
consumption value of the engine at the operating point, in the
program, one method is by ensuring that the fuel Control
24
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adjustment factor, relationship, (43.1g), is fixed by being made
equal to or nearly one, through the variation of such
parameters as the percentage air, and with a reduced
deviation/error at near zero, other calculated variables change
in response to the adjustments to achieve reduction or
elimination of undesired, but inevitable exhausts pollutants at
the set operating point, to within regulatory requirements. See
examples of Tables (15), (16).

6 FUEL DATA
Table 10b: “Alternative” and Diesel Fuel Properties
Fuel
H2
Nat. Gas
(C2H5OH)
CH3OH
CH4
C12.3H22.2
C14.6H24.8

Flammability (vol.% in Air)
LFL=4.1; UFL=74.2
LFL=4.3; UFL=19
LFL=7.3; UFL=36
LFL=5.3; UFL=14
LFL=6; UFL=13.5
LFL=6; UFL=13.5

TIgnition (K)
773
902
638
743
853
450-602
450-602

QHV
142000
45000
29700
22700
50000
42500
41400

A/F
34.30
16.48
9.00
6.47
17.23
14.50
14.40

ISSN 2277-8616

supercharging, up to 1.5 P1; average supercharging = (1.5-to2.2) P1; high supercharging = (1.5-to-2.2) P1. With such inlet
pressures under Supercharged, and Turbocharged conditions,
the actual cycle induced air charge, and since air is
compressible, can result in calculated engine Volumetric
efficiency, VE, (breathing efficiency) greater than 100-pecent
[144], [93], [13]. Donaldson [144] gives values as high as: 150to-300-percent for Turbocharged engines. However, in the
examples, VE ≤ 100 % is maintained, and where calculated
values exceed, controlled inlet decompression, and
recalculation is made. The stated variations to inlet conditions
guide the validation examples. In the application examples the
maximum pressure is estimated based on the rule of thumb
guide of (40e), and using a randomly selected mechanical
efficiency within the range 70 percent (upper estimation) – 100
percent (lower estimation). Actual Maximum Pressures can
usually vary from estimate. Results are presented to 2-, 3- and
higher- degree accuracy, or rounded-up, where such precision
is required.

Note: LFL/UFL = lower/upper flammability limit. Sources: [141],
[78], [13].

7 PROGRAMMING METHOD
In arriving at an acceptable sequence development for the
DFA program, a step-by-step method was applied with
modifications by Nyeche [15], based on that proposed by
Highley [142] in the development of a thermodynamic analysis
computer model incorporating National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) chemical equilibrium application (CEA)
program for the prediction of state point data for naturallyaspirated piston engines for replacement/substitute of turbine
engines in smaller aviation vehicles.

8 GRAPHICAL PLOTS
A typical analysis approach for comparing variables behaviour
in operational mode can be easily captured by graphical plots.
In an example with an engine used for hydraulic fracturing and
drilling operations, the preference blend in dual fuel mode, is
analysed for the variables behaviour against a common
datum, in this case regulated speed – from 50 % - to Overspeed of 115 %. The following engine operating variables
(IP & BP ; ISFC & BSFC; ITE & BTE; RE & ME; NOx &
Percent Air; IMEP & PS; Percent Air; CO2 Emissions) were
plotted against regulated engine speed to aid performance
analysis.

9 VALIDATION BY REAL ENGINE ANALYSIS
From literature and manufacturers‘ catalogue survey of
available Dual Fuel Engines and convertible Diesel-to-Dual
Fuel Engines, representative typical engine operating input
data together with the Geometry Data (D, L, n) were used in
the Applications Examples shown in the Tables‘ outputs. Note:
the reference inlet temperature, T1, and pressure, P1, are often
guided by industry recommended standards (ISO 1585, SAE J
1349, DIN70020, and JIS D 1001- see Sodre and Soares,
[143]). For an unsupercharged engine, without after-cooler, the
ISO inlet standard is P1 = 1 bar, T1=298 K; inlet pressure and
temperature conditions will vary to the high side for
supercharged and turbocharged conditions – Kolchin and
Demidov [66] give the following conditions: for low
25
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TABLE 11A: APPLICATION: VARIABLE COMPRESSION RATIO (RC=15.5/16.5) - MARINE DIESEL - N = 1500 RPM: CASE: RC = 15.5
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =53x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined
P5 [Pa]
rp
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOxConc.@exh.[mg/m3]
EngineoutCO2, g/kWh
EngineoutNOx, g/kWh
CE [-]

Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP/cyl.= 21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm
Dual Fuel= 40% Diesel+ 60% Natural Gas.
Single
Dual
Single
Dual
1.4
1.4
1.359
1.359
301.352
301.352
337.192
337.192
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
902.00
902
901.99
902
1030.43
1030.43
1152.98
1152.98
3674.26
3647.40
3503.99
3478.91
2041.26
2020.40
1952.26
1933.30
1181.74
1173.10
1227.64
1218.85
286.63
286.66
321.13
321.17
4639427.34 4639419.12 4146300.54 4146307.61
5300000
5300000
5300000
5300000
5300000
5300000
5300000
5300000
677367.86
670444.77
578975.62
573351.71
1.14
1.14
1.28
1.28
3.57
3.54
3.04
3.02
24.63
24.63
24.63
24.63
21.68
21.68
21.68
21.68
1511969.65 1511969.65 1511969.65 1511969.65
1330769.65 1330769.65 1330769.65 1330769.65
6.35
6.35
6.35
6.35
0.546
0.547
0.531
0.532
0.373
0.372
0.418
0.416
0.424
0.423
0.475
0.473
0.684
0.680
0.788
0.782
0.940
0.956
0.839
0.854
0.880
0.880
0.880
0.880
0.203
0.195
0.181
0.174
0.231
0.221
0.206
0.198
3.344
3.288
2.988
2.935
25.508
25.688
27.467
27.665
13.589
12.581
13.589
12.581
12.263
13.929
12.263
13.929
213.78
207.90
208.13
202.41
1421.19
1656.40
1383.69
1612.35
0.514
0.481
0.448
0.418
3.542
3.828
2.976
3.330
1
1
1
1

TABLE 11B: APPLICATION: VARIABLE COMPRESSION RATIO (RC=15.5/16.5) - MARINE DIESEL - N = 1500 RPM: CASE: RC = 16.5
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =53x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined
P5 [Pa]
rp
rE

Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP/cyl.= 21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm
Single
1.4
293.909
16.5
901.99
944.07
3645.61
2039.31
1172.52
280.36
5063811.40
5300000
5300000
693857.18
1.05
3.86

Dual
1.4
293.909
16.5
902
944.07
3618.90
2018.42
1163.93
280.39
5063814.45
5300000
5300000
686749.26
1.05
3.83

Single
1.359
329.708
16.5
901.99
1059.06
3474.72
1945.75
1217.38
314.87
4513990.91
5300000
5300000
590142.51
1.17
3.28

Dual
1.359
329.708
16.5
902
1059.06
3449.81
1926.81
1208.65
314.93
4514003.37
5300000
5300000
584400.14
1.17
3.26
26
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IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/
m3]
NOxConc.@exh[mg/
m3]
Engine-outCO2,
g/kWh
EngineoutNOx,g/kWh
CE [-]

24.63
21.677
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.544
0.365
0.415
0.672
0.961
0.880
0.207
0.235
3.414
25.066
13.589
12.263
215.02

24.63
21.677
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.545
0.364
0.414
0.669
0.976
0.880
0.199
0.226
3.362
25.252
12.581
13.929
209.17

24.63
21.677
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.530
0.410
0.466
0.774
0.856
0.880
0.185
0.210
3.043
27.083
13.589
12.263
209.23

24.63
21.677
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.531
0.409
0.464
0.769
0.870
0.880
0.177
0.202
2.993
27.279
12.581
13.929
203.49

1429.48

1666.14

1391.00

1620.96

0.528

0.494

0.458

0.428

3.513

3.932

3.047

3.410

1

1

1

1
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DFA program outputs are to higher-degree accuracies.
Table 11c shows operation within the range, 15.5<rC<16.5, which is predicted at T1 = 298 K (standard condition). Compression
ratio, rC, at T1 = 298 K and k = 1.4 is predicted to be: rC = 15.9395.
TABLE 11C: APPLICATION: VARIABLE COMP. RATIO (RC=15.5/16.5) - MARINE DIESEL - N = 1500 RPM: CASE: RC = 15.9395
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =53x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined
P5 [Pa]
rp
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR

Eng. Details:
D=114.3 mm
L=127 mm
N=1500rpm
BP=21.75 kW
TQ=138 Nm
Single
1.4
298
15.9395
901.99
990.87
3661.14
2040.17
1177.51
283.81
4824636.21
5300000
5300000
684616.98
1.10
3.69
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.545
0.370
0.420
0.679
0.949
0.880
0.205
0.233
3.375
25.308

Dual
1.4
298
15.9395
902
990.87
3634.34
2019.29
1168.90
283.84
4824651.60
5300000
5300000
677615.36
1.10
3.67
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.546
0.368
0.419
0.675
0.965
0.880
0.197
0.223
3.321
25.494
27
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Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOxConc.@exh.[mg/m3]
Engine-out-CO2, g/kWh
Engine-outNOx, g/kWh
CE [-]

13.588
12.263
214.33
1424.88
0.521
3.461
1
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12.581
13.929
208.49
1660.35
0.486
3.874
1

The higher than normal cut-off values in Tables 11a – 11c, indicates need to moderate T4. Reported Experimental cut-off and
pressure ratio values can vary between Labs. Khovakh [95] sets limits as: rP = 1.4-2.0; rE = 1.4-2.2, which compares to [66]
earlier given. Engine Analysis by the method of maximum work, Finite-Time Thermodynamics (FTT) solution is shown by the
example of Table 12. See the moderations and reductions in temperature that are more realistic.
TABLE 12: APPLICATION: VARIABLE (RC=15.5/16.5) - CASE: RC = 16.5, METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOLUTION
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =53x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined
P5 [Pa]
rp
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOxConc.@exh.[mg/m3]
EngineoutCO2, g/kWh
EngineoutNOx, g/kWh
CE [-]

Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP/cyl.= 21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm
Single

Dual

1.4
293.909
16.5
901.99
944.07
2103.09
944.07
676.41
283.56
5063811.40
5300000
5300000
321212.12
1.05
2.23
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.609
0.370
0.420
0.606
0.950
0.880
0.207
0.235
3.414
43.452
13.588
12.263
162.26
1078.75
0.399
2.651
1

1.4
293.909
16.5
902
944.07
2103.09
944.07
676.41
283.56
5063814.45
5300000
5300000
321211.98
1.05
2.23
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.609
0.364
0.414
0.598
0.976
0.880
0.199
0.226
3.324
43.452
12.581
13.929
158.24
1260.46
0.373
2.974
1

Single
1.359
329.708
16.5
901.99
1059.06
2220.95
1059.06
778.12
317.89
4513990.91
5300000
5300000
321212.12
1.17
2.10
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.414
0.471
0.714
0.848
0.880
0.185
0.210
3.043
42.373
13.589
12.263
165.36
1099.34
0.362
2.408
1

Dual
1.359
329.708
16.5
902
1059.06
2220.94
1059.06
778.12
317.89
4514003.37
5300000
5300000
321211.47
1.17
2.10
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.409
0.464
0.705
0.870
0.880
0.177
0.202
2.965
42.373
12.581
13.929
161.26
1284.51
0.339
2.702
1

In Tables 11A-to-12 examples, the pre-determined, P3, applied was in line with the suggestions of (40e), on assumption of 100percent mechanical efficiency. Viewed as a controllable variable for optimal engine performance, the predetermined, P3, may be
conservative. In practice the engine may be operated at a much higher peak pressure depending on performance requirements.
Diesel Handbook [145]; Taylor, [12]; and Heywood [9], suggests typical MEP/P3, P3/P1 as a guide for limited-pressure cycle
engine operations. Since the peak pressure influences the resultant exhaust temperature, and by implication engine-out
emissions, if available for conversion engines, manufacturers‘ reported exhaust temperature data can be a guide, to optimally
determining P3, by adjusting the initial predetermined maximum pressure until close to or actual reported exhaust temperature
value is obtained. In that instance (40e) and (40f) may not strictly apply, as P3 is now optimally obtained, especially if the
pressure ratio, rP, and cut-off, rE, fall outside of the range of the experimentally given values; and thus, higher than the
28
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predetermined can apply. Tables 13A – 13C show results at, higher P3 = 70 bar for the engine based on maximum work, finite
time solution method.
TABLE 13A: APPLICATION: VARIABLE (RC=15.5/16.5) - CASE: RC = 15.5, METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOLUTION
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =70x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined
P5 [Pa]
rp
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/m]
NOxConc.@exh[mg/m]
EngineoutCO2, g/kWh
EngineoutNOx, g/kWh
CE [-]

Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP/cyl.= 21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm
Single

Dual

1.4
301.352
15.5
902.00
1360.94
2978.07
1360.94
884.64
288.24
4639427.34
7000000
7000000
451612.90
1.51
2.19
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.611
0.376
0.427
0.615
0.935
0.880
0.203
0.231
3.344
34.065
13.588
12.263
189.20
1257.81
0.455
3.027
1

1.4
301.352
15.5
902
1360.95
2978.07
1360.95
884.64
288.24
4639419.12
7000000
7000000
451613.47
1.51
2.19
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.611
0.372
0.423
0.609
0.956
0.880
0.195
0.221
3.270
34.065
12.581
13.929
184.50
1469.69
0.426
3.397
1

Single
1.359
337.192
15.5
901.99
1522.80
3141.14
1522.80
1022.53
322.29
4146300.54
7000000
7000000
451612.90
1.69
2.06
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.420
0.477
0.725
0.836
0.880
0.181
0.206
2.988
32.976
13.589
12.263
192.32
1278.59
0.413
2.750
1

Dual
1.359
337.192
15.5
902
1522.80
3141.14
1522.80
1022.53
322.29
4146307.61
7000000
7000000
451312.34
1.69
2.06
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.416
0.473
0.718
0.854
0.880
0.174
0.198
2.925
32.925
12.581
13.929
187.55
1493.96
0.387
3.086
1

TABLE 13B: APPLICATION: VARIABLE (RC=15.5/16.5) - CASE: RC = 15.5, METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOLUTION
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =70x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined

Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP/cyl.= 21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm
Single

Dual

1.4
293.909
16.5
901.99
1246.89
2777.66
1246.89
825.10
282.19
5063811.40
7000000
7000000

1.4
293.909
16.5
902
1246.88
2777.66
1246.89
825.10
282.19
5063814.45
7000000
7000000

Single
1.359
329.708
16.5
901.99
1398.76
2933.32
1398.76
954.88
316.34
4513990.91
7000000
7000000

Dual
1.359
329.708
16.5
902
1398.76
2933.32
1398.76
954.88
316.35
4514003.37
7000000
7000000
29
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P5 [Pa]
rP
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/m]
NOxConc.@exh[mg/m]
EngineoutCO2,g/kWh
EngineoutNOx, g/kWh
CE [-]

424242.42
1.38
2.23
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.617
0.368
0.418
0.596
0.955
0.880
0.207
0.235
3.414
35.621
13.588
12.263
184.74
1228.14
0.454
3.018
1

424242.24
1.38
2.23
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.617
0.364
0.414
0.590
0.976
0.880
0.199
0.226
3.340
35.621
12.581
13.929
180.15
1435.01
0.425
3.386
1

424242.42
1.55
2.10
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.586
0.412
0.468
0.703
0.852
0.880
0.185
0.210
3.043
34.529
13.589
12.263
187.87
1248.97
0.412
2.736
1
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424241.56
1.55
2.10
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.586
0.409
0.464
0.697
0.870
0.880
0.177
0.202
2.980
34.529
12.581
13.929
183.21
1459.35
0.385
3.069
1

TABLE 13C: VARIABLE (RC=15.5/16.5) - CASE: RC = 15.9395, METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOLUTION
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
P3 =70x105 [Pa]
R=287 J/kg.K
Quantity
Specific heat ratio, k
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
rC predicted @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -Predetermined
P4Predetermined
P5 [Pa]
rp
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2Conc.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOxConc.@exh.[mg/m3]
Engine-out-CO2, g/kWh
Engine-outNOx, g/kWh
CE [-]

Eng. Details:
D=114.3 mm
L=127 mm
N=1500rpm
BP=21.75 kW
TQ=138 Nm
Single
1.4
298
15.9395
901.99
1308.70
2886.71
1308.70
857.50
285.53
4824636.21
7000000
7000000
439160.58
1.45
2.21
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.614
0.372
0.423
0.606
0.944
0.880
0.205
0.233
3.375
34.752
13.588
12.263
187.23
1244.71
0.455
3.024
1

Dual
1.4
298
15.9395
902
1308.70
2886.71
1308.70
857.50
285.53
4824651.60
7000000
7000000
439159.58
1.45
2.21
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.614
0.368
0.419
0.601
0.965
0.880
0.197
0.223
3.301
34.752
12.581
13.929
182.58
1454.37
0.426
3.392
1
30
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Table 14 is the Dual fuel output results comparisons at the various compression ratios, and predicted induction temperatures at
the predicted specific heat ratios when R ≠ 287 J/kg.K.
TABLE 14: VARIABLE (RC=15.5/16.5) MARINE DIESEL, METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOL., R≠287J/KG.K; DUAL FUEL ONLY
Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP=21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm

Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P3 =70x105 [Pa]
R≠ 287 J/kg.K
Quantity

Dual

Dual

Dual

Dual

Dual

Sp-ht, k
T1 @ k
rC @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P1 [bar]
P2- [bar]
P3 = P4 [bar]
P5 [bar]
rp
rE
IP [kW]
BP [kW]
IMEP[bar]
BMEP[bar]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOx.@exh.[mg/m3]
CO2[g/kWh]
NOx[g/kWh]
CE [-]

1.4
301.352
15.5
902
1360.95
2978.07
1360.95
884.64
288.24
1
46.39
70
4.52
1.51
2.19
24.63
21.68
15.12
13.31
6.35
0.611
0.359
0.408
0.588
0.989
0.202
0.229
3.383
34.065
12.581
13.929
184.50
1469.69
0.441
3.514
1

1.359
337.192
15.5
902
1522.80
3141.14
1522.80
1022.53
322.29
1
41.46

1.4
298
15.9395
902
1308.70
2886.71
1308.70
857.50
285.53
1
48.25

Dual
1.4
293.909
16.5
902
1246.89
2777.66
1246.89
825.10
282.19
1
50.64

1.4
307.831
16.5
902
1312.51
2828.79
1253.16
840.29
281.44
0.95
48.11

1.359
329.708
16.5
902
1398.76
2933.32
1398.76
954.88
316.35
1
45.14

70
4.52
1.69
2.06
24.63
21.68
15.12
13.31
6.35
0.580
0.402
0.457
0.694
0.884
0.180
0.205
3.026
32.976
12.581
13.929
187.88
1493.96
0.401
3.193
1

70
4.39
1.45
2.21
24.63
21.68
15.12
13.31
6.35
0.614
0.356
0.405
0.580
0.998
0.204
0.231
3.416
34.752
12.581
13.929
182.58
1454.37
0.441
3.510
1

70
4.24
1.38
2.23
24.63
21.68
15.12
13.31
6.35
0.617
0.352
0.400
0.571
1.0097 [Check]
0.206
0.234
3.456
35.621
12.581
13.929
180.15
1435.01
0.440
3.504
1

70
4.05
1.46
2.16
24.63
21.68
15.12
13.31
6.35
0.621
0.371
0.421
0.596
0.959
0.187
0.212
3.281
36.818
12.581
13.929
185.18
1475.04
0.410
3.267
1

70
4.24
1.55
2.10
24.63
21.68
15.12
13.31
6.35
0.586
0.394
0.449
0.674
0.900
0.184
0.209
3.083
34.529
12.581
13.929
183.21
1459.35
0.399
3.176
1

A look at Table 14, shows that the volumetric efficiency is, ηV=1.0097, for T1 = 293.909 K, and thus, exceeds 100-percent. To
maintain ηV ≤ 1.00, practically, will require that less induction products (air-plus-aspirated primary fuel) be input by inlet valve
opening or decompression, for which the inlet pressure will now be less. Taking P1 = 0.95 bar, an alternative input T1 = 307.831
K is predicted for the same specific heat ratio, k=1.4 that will yield the required compression ratio, rC = 16.5. The results in
column 6 for operations at T1 = 307.831 K shows that controlled inlet induction, leads to reduced pollutants emissions. Also from
Table 14, T1 = 337.192 K in column 3, gives the highest brake thermal efficiency, and fuel economy (lowest BSFC). Further peak
pressure control measures can be applied for complete NOx control and elimination as shown by the operating results in Table
15.
TABLE 15: APPLICATION: EMISSION CONTROL VARIABLE RC MARINE DIESEL, METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOLUTION
Input: Air=100 %
Stoichiometric
P1=1x105 [Pa]
R ≠ 287 J/kg.K
Max.Pres., P3 [Pa]:
Quantity

Manufacturer’s Engine Details:
Geometry: D=114.3 mm; L=127 mm
No. of Cylinders=8; N=1500 rpm
BP/cyl.= 21.75 kW; Torque, TQ=138 Nm
Uncontrolled Uncontrolled Controlled
P3 =70x105
P3 =70x105
Predicted
Single
Dual
Single

Controlled
Predicted
Dual
31
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Sp. ht. , k
T1 @ k, [K]
rC @ k, T1
T2 [K]
T3 [K]
T4 [K]
T5 [K]
Texh [K]
Ta [K]
P2 [Pa]
P3 -[Pa]
P4 [Pa]
P5 [Pa]
rP
rE
IP [kW/cyl.]
BP [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
PS [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Burnt Fraction
Vol. % CO2
Vol. % H2O
CO2@Comb., mg/m3
CO2.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOx@Comb.[mg/m3]
NOx.@exh.[mg/m3]
NOx.@exh [g/kWh]
O-atomConc, mol/m3
Initial-NOx-, mol/m3.s
Net NOx [mol/m3.s]
NOx Char. Time [s]
CE [-]

1.359
337.192
15.5
901.99
1522.80
3141.14
1522.80
1022.53
322.29
4146300.53
7000000
7000000
451612.90
1.69
2.06
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.420
0.477
0.725
0.836
0.880
0.181
0.206
2.988
32.976
0.344
13.589
12.263
216084.52
192.32
451075.17
1278.59
2.75
2.656
909669.39
-2317018.26

1.359
337.192
15.5
902
1522.80
3141.14
1522.80
1022.53
322.29
4146307.61
7000000
7000000
451612.34
1.69
2.06
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.416
0.473
0.718
0.854
0.880
0.174
0.198
2.925
32.976
0.344
12.581
13.929
200057.49
187.55
451074.16
1493.96
3.09
2.656
909652.54
-2317036.01

1.359
337.192
15.5
901.99
1568.12
3234.63
1568.12
1044.84
322.15
4146300.53
7208336.1072
7208336.1072
465053.94
1.74
2.06
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.420
0.477
0.724
0.836
0.880
0.181
0.206
2.988
32.272
0.337
13.589
12.263
216084.52
194.34
497944.12
1292.02
2.78
3.478
1696009.675
-1696009.674

1.653 x 10-5
1

1.653 x 10-5
1

9.787 x 10-6
1
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1.359
337.192
15.5
902
1568.12
3234.63
1568.12
1044.84
322.15
4146307.61
7208342.9597
7208342.9597
465053.36
1.74
2.06
24.63
21.68
1511969.65
1330769.65
6.35
0.580
0.416
0.473
0.717
0.854
0.880
0.174
0.198
2.926
32.272
0.337
12.581
13.929
200057.49
189.52
497944.05
1509.65
3.12
3.478
1696012.9968
1696012.9968
-6
9.787 x 10
1

In Table 15 is shown, Elimination of NOx by the method of maximum pressure, P3, control, when the initial rate of NOx formation,
(rNOx) is made equal to the rate of destruction- Net Nox ( - rNOx). Predictions are made for a single fuelled conventional Diesel and
a Dual Fuelled Engine. Results show that with about 3-percent increase in maximum pressure, P3, O-atom increase by about
30-percent and the engine-out NOx emission is almost fixed at 1-percent difference, which we believe indicates the freezing out
of additional NOx formation at the ―cooled‖ expansion stage. Thus, pressure and O-atom contributes to NOx formation as
suggested by [113], but only marginally as combustion temperatures are reduced to expansion levels. With Single-to-Dual fuel
engine CO2 concentrations at combustion conditions, reductions are constant at about 7-percent, and engine-out (exhaust)
emissions reduction is at just about 2½ - percent in both cases. In the application examples, the Diesel-plus-Primary fuels blend
has been based on the 40% Diesel plus 60% Natural Gas. Optimal blend can be evaluated for, by the methods below using a
square engine applied in oil and gas drilling and hydraulic fracturing operation on the assumption of perfect induction at
volumetric efficiency of 100-percent. Table 16A and the continuation Table 16B are the blends‘ spread.
TABLE 16A: EVALUATING FOR BEST DIESEL (D)-“ALTERNATIVE FUEL (NATURAL GAS (NG)” BLEND CONDITIONS - DUAL FUEL MODE TO
FOUR-DECIMAL ACCURACY; FINITE TIME VARIABLE-R
Inputs:
T1=303.161 K (predicted) ; T2 = 902 K
P1 = 110216.2 Pa (predicted) ≡
VE=100 %≡@ Assumed 90 % Air;
P3 = 87.5 x 105 Pa (predetermined);
k = 1.37222 (predicted); R≠287 J/kg.K
Calculated outputs:

Mfr’s Engine Application and Details:
Oil & Gas Drilling/Hydraulic Fracturing:
Square Geometry: D =L=159 mm;
No. of cyl. nc= 16; N = 1500 rpm;
TQ = 549 Nm;
BMEP = 2185249.1206 Pa;
rC = 15 (given and predicted);
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T3=1742.2563 K; T4=3856.5372 K; T5=1891.8219 K; Texh= 1146.6221 K
P2=4530045.3416 Pa; P4=P3=8750000 Pa; P5=633408.875 Pa
Parameters 5D+95NG 10D+90NG 15D+85NG 20D+80NG 25D+75NG
% Air
90
90
90
90
90
AFstoic
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
AFactua
14.6
14.3
14.1
14.0
13.9
ER
0.9927
1.0135
1.0279
1.0352
1.0426
MS
1.0074
0.9867
0.9729
0.9660
0.9591
CE
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
ISFC
0.1690
0.1726
0.1750
0.1763
0.1776
BSFC
0.1761
0.1798
0.1823
0.1836
0.1849
ITE
0.5878
0.5757
0.5677
0.5636
0.5596
BTE
0.56445
0.5528
0.5450
0.5412
0.5373
ME
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
RE
0.9691
0.9492
0.9359
0.9293
0.9226
%VCO2
8.388
9.056
9.643
10.165
10.632
%VH2O
19.852
19.668
19.505
19.360
19.230
%VCO
4.579
4.722
4.849
4.961
5.062
ConcCO2
104.65
107.18
109.51
111.94
113.87
ConcCO
36.35
35.57
35.04
34.77
34.50
ConcNOx
1269.5
1232.1
1205.6
1189.3
1174.3
EmPCO2
0.1923
0.2011
0.2084
0.2145
0.2198
EmPCO
0.0668
0.06673
0.06667
0.06662
0.06658
EmPNOx
2.333
2.312
2.294
2.279
2.266
IP
89.82
89.82
89.82
89.82
89.82
BP
86.24
86.24
86.24
86.24
86.24
BSFCTest
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
Controladj
1.2261
1.201
1.184
1.1758
1.1674

TABLE 16B: EVALUATING FOR BEST DIESEL (D)-“ALTERNATIVE FUEL (NATURAL GAS (NG)” BLEND CONDITIONS - DUAL FUEL MODE TO
FOUR-DECIMAL ACCURACY; FINITE TIME VARIABLE-R
Inputs:
T1=303.161 K (predicted) ; T2 = 902 K
P1 = 110216.2 Pa (predicted) ≡ VE=100 %≡@ Assumed 90 % Air;
P3 = 87.5 x 105 Pa (predetermined);
k = 1.37222 (predicted); R≠287 J/kg.K
Calculated outputs:

Mfr’s Engine Application and Details:
Oil & Gas Drilling/Hydraulic Fracturing:
Square Geometry: D =L=159 mm;
No. of cyl. nc= 16; N = 1500 rpm;
TQ = 549 Nm;
BMEP = 2185249.1206 Pa;
rC = 15 (given and predicted);

T3=1742.2563 K; T4=3856.5372 K; T5=1891.8219 K; Texh= 1146.6221 K
P2=4530045.3416 Pa; P4=P3=8750000 Pa; P5=633408.875 Pa
Parameters
30D+70NG
35D+65NG
40D+60NG
% Air
90
90
90
AFstoic
14.5
14.5
14.5
AFactua
13.8
13.7
13.6
ER
1.0502
1.0579
1.0656
MS
0.9522
0.9453
0.9384
CE
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
ISFC
0.1788
0.1801
0.1815
BSFC
0.1863
0.1876
0.1890
ITE
0.5556
0.5516
0.5475
BTE
0.5334
0.5297
0.5257
ME
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
RE
0.9160
0.9094
0.9027
%VCO2
11.052
11.431
11.775
%VH2O
19.141
19.009
18.914
%VCO
5.152
5.234
5.308
ConcCO2
115.39
116.58
117.50
ConcCO
34.23
33.97
33.71
ConcNOx
1160.2
1146.9
1134.2
EmPCO2
0.2243
0.2283
0.2318
EmPCO
0.06655
0.06652
0.06649

45D+55NG
90
14.5
13.5
1.0735
0.9315
1.0000
0.1828
0.1904
0.5435
0.5218
0.9601
0.8961
12.090
18.826
5.376
118.20
33.45
1122.1
0.2349
0.06646

50D+50NG
90
14.5
13.4
1.0815
0.9246
1.0000
0.1842
0.1918
0.5395
0.5180
0.9601
0.8894
12.377
18.747
5.438
118.81
33.19
1110.4
0.2377
0.06644
33
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2.255
89.82
86.24

2.246
89.82
86.24

2.237
89.82
86.24

2.230
89.82
86.24

2.223
89.82
86.24

0.21587
1.159

0.21587
1.1506

0.21587
1.1422

0.21587
1.1338

0.21587
1.1254

Since the intake air has an influence on the specific fuel consumption, Assumed Percent air in each of the Dual fuel mode
options is varied until the control adjustment factor is nearly one, with the percent deviation/error tending to zero. This will also
have influence on varying other engine parameters, and pollutants emitted. Observation of the results after controlled adjustment
will show stabilised operating regions, and hence, best blends (see Tables 16C and 16D). Stability is viewed as non-vacillation of
key variables such as fuel consumption (BSFC, ISFC), thermal efficiency (BTE, ITE), Relative Efficiency (RE), and pollutants
emission, if there is a likely jerk or pulsation in Diesel fuel injection (injection drift), or intake alternative fuel plus air delivery
disturbance.
TABLE 16C: CONTROLLED ADJUSTMENT OF INTAKE AIR TO DETERMINE ACTUAL OPERATING POINT OF OIL AND GAS DRILLING/FRACTURING
ENGINE; FOR “BEST BLEND” CONDITIONS IN DUAL FUEL MODE; FINITE TIME; VARIABLE-R ≠ 287 J/KG K
Inputs:
Mfr’s Engine Application and Details:
T1=303.161 K (predicted) ; T2 = 902 Oil
&
Gas
Drilling/Hydraulic
K
Fracturing:
P1 = 110216.2 Pa (predicted) ≡ Square Geometry: D =L=159 mm;
VE=100 %≡@ Assumed 90 % Air;
No. of cyl. nc= 16; N = 1500 rpm;
P3 = 87.5 x 105 Pa (predetermined);
TQ = 549 Nm;
k = 1.37222 (predicted); R≠287 J/kg.K BMEP = 2185249.1206 Pa;
Calculated outputs:
rC = 15 (given and predicted);
T3=1742.2563 K; T4=3856.5372 K; T5=1891.8219 K; Texh= 1146.6221 K
P2=4530045.3416 Pa; P4=P3=8750000 Pa; P5=633408.875 Pa
Parameters 5D+95NG 10D+90NG 15D+85NG 20D+80NG 25D+75NG
% Air
81.271
81.947
82.437
83.076
83.415
AFstoic
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
AFactua
13.2
13.1
13.0
12.9
12.9
ER
1.0979
1.1063
1.1148
1.1235
1.1235
MS
0.9108
0.9039
0.8970
0.8907
0.8901
CE
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
ISFC
0.20704
0.2069
0.20726
0.20726
0.20641
BSFC
0.21565
0.2155
0.21587
0.21587
0.21499
ITE
0.5314
0.5274
0.5234
0.5194
0.5194
BTE
0.5102
0.5064
0.5025
0.4986
0.4986
ME
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
RE
0.8762
0.8695
0.8629
0.8563
0.8563
%VCO2
4.6976
5.5853
6.3273
7.0874
7.6632
%VH2O
21.236
20.913
20.650
20.387
20.192
%VCO
9.173
9.065
9.016
8.842
8.815
ConcCO2
49.20
56.59
62.19
67.91
72.16
ConcCO
61.13
58.45
56.40
53.92
52.82
ConcNOx
1051.8
1040.9
1029.8
1021.7
1019.2
EmPCO2
0.1107
0.1273
0.1401
0.1530
0.1619
EmPCO
0.1376
0.1315
0.1271
0.1215
0.1185
EmPNOx
2.367
2.341
2.320
2.302
2.287
IP
89.82
89.82
89.82
89.82
89.82
BP
86.24
86.24
86.24
86.24
86.24
BSFCTest
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
Controladj
1.0011
1.0017
1.0000
1.0000
1.0041
% Error
0.11
0.17
0
0
0.41

Continuation in Table 16D are the other Diesel-Primary Fuel (in this instance Natural gas) distributions. It is seen that the
acceptable stable blends for operation in Dual fuel mode are within the region of the 40D+60NG, and 45D+55NG, when all
factors are considered - low emissions, fuel consumption, thermal efficiency, and controller error margin. Controlled Diesel
Injection and Natural gas delivery settings within the range are suggested. This optimality condition applies to Diesel +Natural
Gas blends, and may differ for other Diesel +―Alternative Fuels‖ blends.
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TABLE 16D: CONTROLLED ADJUSTMENT OF INTAKE AIR TO DETERMINE ACTUAL OPERATING POINT OF OIL AND GAS DRILLING/FRACTURING
ENGINE; FOR “BEST BLEND” CONDITIONS IN DUAL FUEL MODE; FINITE TIME; VARIABLE-R ≠ 287 J/KG K
Inputs:
T1=303.161 K (predicted) ; T2 = 902 K
P1 = 110216.2 Pa (predicted) ≡ VE=100
%≡@ Assumed 90 % Air;
P3 = 87.5 x 105 Pa (predetermined);
k = 1.37222 (predicted); R≠287 J/kg.K
Calculated outputs:

Mfr’s Engine Application and Details:
Oil & Gas Drilling/Hydraulic Fracturing:
Square Geometry: D =L=159 mm;
No. of cyl. nc= 16; N = 1500 rpm;
TQ = 549 Nm;
BMEP = 2185249.1206 Pa;
rC = 15 (given and predicted);

T3=1742.2563 K; T4=3856.5372 K; T5=1891.8219 K; Texh= 1146.6221 K
P2=4530045.3416 Pa; P4=P3=8750000 Pa; P5=633408.875 Pa
Parameters 30D+70NG 35D+65NG 40D+60NG 45D+55NG
% Air
83.725
84.001
84.384
84.384
AFstoic
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
AFactua
12.8
12.8
12.7
12.7
ER
1.1322
1.1322
1.1412
1.1412
MS
0.8832
0.8832
0.8763
0.8763
CE
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
ISFC
0.20726
0.20658
0.20726
0.20726
BSFC
0.21587
0.21516
0.21587
0.21587
ITE
0.5153
0.5153
0.5113
0.5113
BTE
0.4948
0.4948
0.4909
0.4909
ME
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
0.9601
RE
0.8496
0.8496
0.8430
0.8430
%VCO2
8.1879
8.6624
9.1601
9.4460
%VH2O
20.017
19.861
19.700
19.606
%VCO
8.781
8.749
8.634
8.742
ConcCO2
75.33
78.62
81.57
83.04
ConcCO
51.41
50.53
48.93
48.91
ConcNOx
1009.4
1007.8
999.9
996.4
EmPCO2
0.1697
0.1765
0.1838
0.1871
EmPCO
0.1158
0.1135
0.1102
0.1101
EmPNOx
2.274
2.263
2.253
2.245
IP
89.82
89.82
89.82
89.82
BP
86.24
86.24
86.24
86.24
BSFCTest
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
0.21587
Controladj
1.0000
1.0033
1.0000
1.0000
% Error
0
0.33
0
0

50D+50NG
84.694
14.5
12.7
1.1412
0.8763
1.0000
0.20650
0.21508
0.5113
0.4909
0.9601
0.8430
9.8608
19.475
8.646
85.90
47.93
996.6
0.1928
0.1076
2.237
89.82
86.24
0.21587
1.0037
0.37

By assuming efficient intake charge, i.e. Volumetric efficiency, VE = 100 percent (predicted), and high degree of heat utilization 100 percent conversion of heat to work, i.e. relative efficiency RE = 100 percent, and by predictive setting of VE and RE in the
program to these values, a more realistic maximum pressure can be predicted to reduce the exhaust temperature and hence,
pollutants‘ emission. An example is shown in Table using the 40D+60NG dual fuel mode for a predicted initial assumed Pair = 99
% which results in RE = 100 % (predicted), and actual operating point = 84.384 % Air.
TABLE 17: REALISTIC PEAK PRESSURE DETERMINATION FOR EMISSIONS REDUCTION- DUAL FUEL ONLY – 40D+60NG BLEND; USING THE
METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOLUTION
Input:
Eng. Details:
Vol. Eff. (VE) = 100 %
D=L=159 mm; N=1500rpm
Rel. Eff. (RE) = 100 %
No. of cyl. = 16; TQ=549 Nm
P1 = 110216.2 Pa (predicted);
k=1.37222 (predicted); R≠ 287 J/kg.K
rC = 15; T1 = 303.161 K (predicted)
Quantity
Dual
Dual
Uncontrolled
Controlled
Pair (predicted/actual)-percent
99
84.384
Sp. ht, k (predicted)
1.37222
1.37222
T1 predicted@ k, [K]
303.161
303.161
rC predicted @ k, T1
15.
15
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T2@2 [K]
T3@3 [K]
T4@4 [K]
T5@5 [K]
Texh
[K]
Ta
[K]
P2@2 [Pa]
P3@3 [Pa] (Predicted)
P4@4 [Pa](Predicted)
P5@5 [Pa]
rP
rE
Ind.Power (IP) [kW/cyl.]
BrakePower (BP) [kW/cyl.]
IMEP [Pa]
BMEP [Pa]
Piston Speed [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Burnt Fraction [-]
CO2Conc.@exh. [mg/m3]
COConc.@exh. [mg/m3]
NOxConc.@exh. [mg/m3]
Engine-out CO2 [g/kWh]
Engine-out CO [g/kWh]
Engine-out NOx [g/kWh]
InitialNOxform.Rate[mol/m3.s]
Net NOxform.Rate [mol/m3.s]
BSFC Test [kg/kWh]
Controladj.
% Controller Error Margin
Particulate Matter (PM),
mg/m3

902
1200.66
2657.71
1303.74.33
874.16
316.48
4530045.34
6030000
6030000
436509.20
1.42
2.21
89.82
86.24
2276031.23
2185249.12
7.95
0.576
0.576
0.600
1.000
1.000
0.960
0.151
0.157
2.082
34.17
0.357
162.10
3.31
1205.14
0.265
0.0054
1.973
18326.49
-544.36
0.21587
1.3765
27.35
530.66
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902
1005.53
2225.77
1091.85
768.17
317.56
4530045.34
5050000
5050000
365567.41
1.12
2.21
89.82
86.24
2276031.23
2185249.12
7.95
0.571
0.491
0.511
0.860
1.000
0.960
0.207
0.216
2.075
38.88
0.405
67.42
40.44
826.45
0.152
0.091
1.862
117.95
28.08
0.21587
1.0000
0
7.23

In Table 17, with, rP = 1.12, perhaps further analysis is required. However, manufacturer‘s stated Texh = 495 oC ≡ 768 K. See also
PM emission value. Further adjustment to bring within experimental value, say rP = 1.2, gives predicted P3  54.37 bar, Texh 
811 K, and PM = 49.75 mg/m3. Note the non-linear geometric increase in PM with Peak Pressure! In Table 18, Dual fuel engines‘
outputs of two LNG Carrier Vessels of same load – BMEP = 22.9 bar, but, different
TABLE 18: APPLICATION: COMPARISON OF TWO LNG CARRIER VESSELS ENGINES- DUAL FUEL ONLY – 40D+60NG BLEND; USING THE
METHOD OF MAXIMUM WORK, FINITE TIME SOL. – R≠287 J/KG.K
Input:
Specific Heat ratio, k = 1.38
(set)
P1 = 100000 Pa (set);
P3 =P4 =75 x 105 Pa (set) ;
Manufacturer’s Engine Detail:
Carrier A: D=320 mm; L=400 mm; N=750 rpm; TQ ≈ 5857 N.m;
Carrier B: D=400 mm; L=460 mm; N=500 rpm; TQ≈10505 N.m;
Quantity
Dual Fuel
Dual Fuel
Carrier A
Carrier B
Pair (assumed)-percent
82.5
82.5
rC predicted @ k, T1, P1
16
14.8
T1@1 [K] (Predicted)
314.515
323.972
T2@2 [K]
902
902
T3@3 [K]
1474.29
1641.75
T4@4 [K]
3163.39
3447.89
T5@5 [K]
1474.29
1641.75
Texh [K]
963.46
1050.10
Ta
[K]
301.00
308.51
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P2@2 [Pa]
P3@3 [Pa] (set)
P4@4 [Pa](set)
P5@5 [Pa]
rP
rE
Ind. Power (IP) [kW/cylinder]
Brake Power (BP) [kW/cylinder]
BMEP [Pa]
IMEP [Pa]
Piston Speed [m/s]
ηcycle
ηb
ηi
ηRE
ηV
ηME
ISFC [kg/kWh]
BSFC [kg/kWh]
BSAC [kg/kWh]
Percent EGR
Burnt gas fraction [-]
CO2Conc.@exh. [mg/m3]
COConc.@exh. [mg/m3]
NOxConc.@exh. [mg/m3]
Engine-out CO2 [g/kWh]
Engine-out CO [g/kWh]
Engine-out NOx [g/kWh]
BSFC Test [kg/kWh]
Controladj.
% Error

4588640.73
7500000
7500000
468751.19
1.63
2.15
505.25
460.01
2287890.63
2512890.63
10.00
0.601
0.531
0.583
0.884
0.945
0.910
0.171
0.188
1.885
32.64
0.340
69.69
52.86
946.42
0.137
0.104
1.858
0.19665
1.0457
4.37
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4120593.25
7500000
7500000
506757.96
1.82
2.10
597.49
550.04
2283695.65
2480695.65
7.70
0.592
0.543
0.590
0.916
0.923
0.925
0.169
0.184
1.842
30.85
0.323
71.55
54.26
971.61
0.138
0.104
1.865
0.19398
1.0537
5.10

Geometrical, and power features are compared for operations
and emissions output when measured against similar
controller variables. With no fuel Control adjustment, Carriers‘
A and B, calculated BSFC = 0.188 and 0.184 kg/kWh,
compare with reported 0.184 and 0.183 kg/kWh respectively.
Interesting that, these LNG vessels‘ engines are just shy of
meeting the USA EPA TIER 4 emission limit compliance
regulation (see [102]).

10 OBSERVATIONS
10.1 Effect of Reduced Engine Speed Regulation on
Power of the (Well Servicing Engine)
Acceptable, operating point performance results in the dual
fuel mode, 40D+60NG blend in Table 16D of the oil and gas
hydraulic fracturing and drilling application engine are plotted
for analysis of economical operations in terms of power,
engine efficiency, fuel consumption, required percentage air,
and engine emissions when measured against a common
datum – engine speed. Values above 100 % indicate
overspeed. Fig. 6 below shows the effect of crankshaft speed
on power. It is seen that as the crankshaft speed increases,
the power also increases.

Fig. 6: A graph of power developed against engine speed

10.2 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on Specific fuel
consumption
In Fig. 7, there is no much difference in BSFC, and ISFC by
regulating speed; however, for stabilised flow, operations
below 70 percent of full speed results in greater emissions.

Fig. 7. Plot of specific fuel consumption versus regulated
crankshaft speed
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10.3 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on Indicated and Brake
Thermal Efficiencies
Engine Speed influences thermal efficiency. By Fig. 8, at the
higher speeds (≥ 70% Full Speed) the BTE is stable all
through the speed range, whilst ITE increases.

Fig. 10. Effect of the engine speed on NOx Emissions.

Fig. 8: Effect of the engine speed regulation on thermal
efficiency.

10.4 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on Relative and
Mechanical Efficiencies
Mechanical Efficiency is nearly stable, though with slightly
higher efficiency seen at lower speeds – see Fig. 9.
The agitated speed regions, (< 70 – percent of full speed),
record higher Relative efficiency values with Stable predictions
for the losses as speed increases, indicating that less heat is
lost operating at higher speeds.

10.6 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on Percent air
Consumption
Within the suggested speed region (≥ 70-percent of full speed)
of operation of the Dual Fuelled Diesel engine for Drilling
Operation, there is a near steady air consumption during
combustion, with permissible controller deviations, very much
less than one-percent; operations within over speed also show
steady air consumption requirement – see Fig. 11.

Fig. 11: Effect of the regulating engine speed on Percentage
Air Consumption.

Fig. 9. Effect of the engine speed on relative and mechanical
efficiencies.

10.5 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on NOx Emission
Fig. 10, shows that higher NOx concentrations are recorded
whilst operating the engine at lower speeds, indicating that,
optimal environmental friendly operations are best at higher
and near full speed.

10.7 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on IMEP and Piston
Speed
In Fig. 12, load on Piston is only slightly influenced by engine
speed; however, it is interesting to observe that the
intersection point of the IMEP and Piston speed curves is at
about 70 – percent of full speed (defining a speed parting-off
or limiting point), perhaps a phenomenon indicative of a
limiting economical and safe operating point, since below a
certain value of MEP, enough torque cannot be developed for
the power required to displace available cylinder content
volume.
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iii.

iv.

v.

vi.
Fig 12. Effect of the Regulating engine speed on IMEP and
Piston Speed.
vii.
10.8 Effect of Crankshaft Speed on Exhaust CO2
Emissions
Fig. 13, shows that about 20 – percent reduction in CO2
emissions are obtained whilst operating at the suggested
speed regions. Hopefully, such guide to controlled CO2
reductions will assist Engine Owners to enable their Countries‘
Governments be in line with their obligations to the United
Nations Framework on Climate Change (UNFCC) protocol
requirements [146]. There are now inclusions of CO2
emissions limits in new regulations-see [147], [148].

Figure 13: Effect of the Regulating engine speed on CO2
Emissions.

11 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Understanding Dual Fuel Compression-Ignition Engines in
comparison to conventional Diesel engines has been the focus
of this research effort. With sparse literature, when required,
thermodynamic models and relationships have been derived
as a bridge. The six questions posed were addressed and the
results obtained show that dual-fuel engines offer advantages
over the conventional C.I engines (Diesel) in the following
areas:
i.
There is a noticeable slight increase in engine-out NOx
emission in dual fuel mode. This is however, balanced
by a slight reduction in exhaust (engine-out) CO2.
ii.
Capacity for Reduction of, and complete elimination of
oxides of nitrogen, at exhaust (engine-out), with proper
engine control measures, as for example, peak
pressure control.

ISSN 2277-8616

The specific fuel consumption of Dual-Fuel engines is
less than that of conventional diesel engines in all the
application examples tested, making the dual-fuel
engine more economical.
While not shown by an example, the possible use of
other sustainable fuels is feasible, and gives the engine
owner, particularly for conversion purposes, the
opportunity to switch to more economical and available
alternative fuels depending on the condition.
By the Dual fuel Blend analysis shown by Table 16D,
the best Diesel+―Natural Gas‖ blends, thermoeconomically, for stable operation are the 40D+60NG,
and 45D+55D. Need for optimality analysis of other
Diesel-plus-―Alternative Fuel‖ blends.
Power Delivery and cycle efficiency is comparable in
Dual Fuel, and Conventional Modes; however, brake
and indicated thermal efficiencies are higher in dual fuel
mode.
A look at the emissions calculations output for the
Marine engine in Application Example 1, in comparison
with the regulatory stipulation limits in Heseding et al.
[102] for IMO Marine Pollution (MARPOL), for the
speed, power, and cylinder displacement or bore
category, shows, Stage III compliance. The figures also
comply within the limits stipulated for USA EPA, and
Lake Constance (BSO). Same IMO MARPOL
compliance applies to the LNG Carrier Vessels Engines,
with the additional compliance of these engines with the
USA EPA TIER 4. The Stationary Dual Fuel Diesel
Engine Driver for Drilling and Hydraulic Fracturing
equipment in Application Example 2 meets the World
Bank Environment, Health, and Safety (EHS)
guidelines, and the French Arrétê 2910 requirements;
other regulatory standards were also evaluated, such as
the German TA Luft, Swiss and Finnish Standards plus
others; with the California compliance posing more
control requirements for pollutants reduction.

Further development of the DFA program can include more
accurate real gas effects; additional alternative ―primary‖ fuel
types, and proper evaluation of the advantages of the
oxygenates (Ethanol and Methanol), since [132] reports that
experimental and kinetic modeling evidence in separate works
by Miyamoto et al. and Flynn et al., in SAE 98-0506 AND SAE99-01-0509, shows that addition of oxygenated species have a
positive influence on fuel rich diesel combustion in producing
cleaner exhaust emissions [132]; this in addition to the
favourable anti-knock blending qualities reported by [9]. It can
be seen from the solutions, that there are different approaches
to NOx control and reduction, however, it might be interesting
remodelling the assumed combustion solutions of (45), (46)
and (47) by incorporating the estimated Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR) value
and comparing the results.
Extension of the method reported in this paper to evaluation of
light emission vehicles (LEV) such as light passenger cars,
light and medium duty trucks is possible by choice of a fuel
consumption test cycle method, and dimensional correctness
of emissions results, since the regulatory requirements for
such vehicles, are for reporting of emissions per distance
covered; attempts using the lean subroutine for one such LEV
in a reported misrepresented emissions output produced
interesting results, though subject to further engineering
analysis of the method applied. Additional further future work
39
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is for the, possibility for, and need of a direct link library (DLL)
for accurate progressive combustion, through real time scale
effects. Finally, the need for detailed Systematic Dynamic
Control approach for all interconnecting variables for best
performance analysis.
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